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EDITORIAL LETTER

AS SOON AS I learned Google had
added seven of New Zealand’s Great
Walks to StreetView, I was hooked.
What a fabulous idea, I thought, being
able to walk every step of the Routeburn,
Rakiura and Heaphy without leaving the 
house!

Obviously it doesn’t beat actually
walking them in person, but fancy
technology reaching a stage where
everyone can see all these walks, at any 
stage, from any angle.

such negative comments about the
development on social media.These
comments made me re-think my initial
enthusiasm at this new variation of a
great tool.

I pondered the suggested downsides; 

overcrowded walks, the decline of
adventure, the domination of a global
enterprise now seeping into our
backcountry through cracks in the door.

my initial reaction, which was along the
lines of ‘woohoo – this is great!’.

And here’s why; I’ve yet to walk the

popped into my head was ‘is the Milford
really worth it, for those who have
walked tracks like the Routeburn?’ Ten
minutes later, I had my answer – simply,
yes, it is.

You may argue ‘where’s the adventure 
in that?’ But walking the Milford’s

considering a trip to New Zealand 

from the opposite side of the globe.
And no-one’s making you check it out
before you go – you can always keep it a
surprise.

The new device may well attract more
people to the Great Walks, but these
walks are supremely popular anyway,
and at least tourists will have a better
understanding of the terrain than if they

even give people a reality check.
But the clincher for me is the joy this

technology will bring. For many, this is
as close as they’ll ever get to walking
such trails, either because their body
won’t allow them, their commitments are
all-consuming, or they live too far away.
For others, the gadget will provide fond
memories of when they completed the
trail in years past.

And who knows how important this
historic documentation might prove
in the future? If industry, bad habits or
invasive creatures further destroy these
wild areas, what better way to compare
then-to-now than with a tool guiding you
through these incredible landscapes at
a more ecologically prosperous point in
time.

I haven’t yet heard an argument to
negate these positives, so if you have one 
I’d be keen to hear from you.

Perhaps the images from Google will
inspire some lovely photo ideas of your
own.We’re calling for entries to the
2016 Wilderness Photo Competition
– see our website for details and keep 
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it in mind for your upcoming trips – you
might just capture the winning image.
And check out p20 for our masterclass in
photographing mountain landscapes.

- Matthew Pike
Deputy editor   
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WITH A FOUR-YEAR-OLD
daughter and a one-year-old son,
opportunities for my husband and I to get
out tramping have been limited in recent
years. My last tramp was to Mt Pirongia
three years ago, during which my boots
fell apart and ended up being tied together
with spectra cord.

However – at my suggestion! – my
parents recently gifted my husband a
subscription to Wilderness magazine for his
birthday and we have been feeling inspired

kids this month with an overnight tramp
into Mangamuka Hut in the Kaimais. It was
fantastic to just be ‘us’ and not ‘mum and

the plan being to head into Peach Cove
Hut (luckily, I bought and kept the August
2012 issue of Wilderness for its feature on
family friendly tramps!). I hope to organise
some girlfriends and their daughters to join
the fun.

Leave them as they are! Everyone needs to
stop taking offence at unimportant things

- Abby Mes
If there ever is a case (and there are many) for
reverting to the Maori name these should be

at the forefront
- Andrew McCrorie

It's pretty ugly that we still have these on
our maps. Good call to use the Maori names

instead
- Anna Brooke

Just put an ‘H’ in it like they did with Wanganui
- Sam James

Leave them as they are. Is it such a bad word?
I must live in a hole!

- Andrea Leighton

on those mountains with the current names
- Brian Beckenbaugh

If enough people were really offended then it
would have been changed long ago. Leave it be

- LukeWillis
Yes they should be replaced with smaller hills

that are easier to climb
- Ricky French

IN RESPONSE TO the article ‘Evolve
or Die’ (November 2015) regarding the
restructuring of the Mountain Safety Council,
I wish to relay my sincere gratitude to all
members of the organisation for the training
programmes they did run.

A serious horse riding accident resulting
in spinal surgery had me living a life wrapped
in ‘cotton wool’. But later in life, while raising

constant physio. With encouragement from
my physio and a member of the Geraldine
Tramping Club, I joined the club in 1995. I
became so much stronger and found a whole
new and enjoyable world in my own backyard.
My enthusiasm became infectious and soon
my husband and daughters were joining me on
day tramps.

aid courses run in our local area and the

immense.The course material covered aspects
not available within the tramping club as well as
completing basic fundamentals that we could

invaluable – the principles of prevention, then
aid, with time a factor in aid response, are not
only essential for tramping but for our farming
operation as well. When I attended a farm
safety course, the instructor was impressed
with the teachings I had picked up in relation
to this course.

I have completed one updated MSC training
programme and my daughters completed

I COULDN’T BELIEVE so many
misconceptions could be included in
correspondent Peter Dymock’s letter (Pigeon
Post, November 2015).

of decades in both islands and I have personally
enjoyed all of the Te Araroa Trail. I am one of
the thousands of outdoor enthusiasts who
appreciate tramping throughout the length
of New Zealand with all the diversity our
wonderful country offers.

counter to individual points, it is recommended
that the writer just reads the great variety of
trip reports that appear month after month
in this superb magazine and looks them up
on maps to see what great New Zealand-
wide coverage they provide, even outside the
Queenstown area.

The Coromandel and Kaimai-Mamaku
ranges have the potential to provide a long

And for my husband and I, we are already
organising the babysitters for Easter 2016 so
we can do Waikaremoana. Once our son is
a bit bigger, we’ll plan some family trips. In the
meantime, we’ll keep reading Wilderness and
getting ideas for the future!

- Jane deVille, email
-Way to go Jane! Keep an eye out for our

January 2016 issue where we publish another
feature on top family trips to try. – AH

THE POWER OF WILDERNESS

HUGE POTENTIAL UP NORTH

THANKS FOR THE TRAINING

TRAIL CHAT
We asked readers if the Canterbury
place names Niggerhead, Nigger Hill
and Nigger Stream should be changed to

Stream respectively, as is currently being
proposed by the Geographic Board.

SS

 Letter

month
of the

Jane receives a pair of Rab 
Latok Alpine Gaiters worth 
$139.95 from the team at 

Readers, send your letter to 
the editor for a chance to win.

two each before attempting their Duke of 

each other.
Though I have not undertaken the 

sometimes epic journeys often described in 
Wilderness, I thank all who inspired me and 

beauty our country has to offer.
 - Sharon Boulton, Geraldine   

multiday trail. Currently, the only publicly 
accessible long distance section is the seven-
day Kaimai North South Route – unfortunately 
under-maintained and under-developed over 
the last few decades. Mud? Yes, but remember 
the knee deep sections of the Heaphy Track 
before serious money was spent on it? See 
what a popular walk (and ride) it is today as 
a result.

To convert the rough old Kaimai North 
South Route into the proposed Kaimai 

modest amounts of track surface protection, 
with the result being a multiday trail for the 
whole country to be proud of – a rugged 
range, superb bush and mountain streams, 
views of the Bay Of Plenty islands, across the 
hills and plains of the Waikato, to the central 
mountains and beyond to Mt Taranaki.

The thought that 1.4 million people should 
not be allowed to have suitable multiday 
backcountry options locally because the 
facilities would be overwhelmed is a curious 
concept – rather, the Kaimai Ridgeway should 
be seen as the beginning, not the end, of what 
this part of the country can offer.

- Tony Walton, President, 
Auckland Tramping Club
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SEND YOUR PIX

Get your photo
published here
to receive the
Light My Fire

‘Pack-up-Cup’.
This compressible
260ml cup keeps
drinks warm and
protected from dirt
and bugs with its
tight and secure lid.
Just fold it out and

More details at
ampro.co.nz.

Last Weekend
submission criteria at
wildernessmag.co.nz

YOUR
TRIPS,
YOUR PIX

What did you get up to last weekend?
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NEIGH ARAROA TRAIL NEW GHOST ROAD

CLIMB,FIX,FELL

Those attempting the Te Araroa
Trail this summer might encounter
four-legged compatriots. A team of
Kaimanawa horses ridden by trainer
Lou McNutt will head from Bluff to
Cape Reinga in an epic nine-month trip.

McNutt is partaking in the solo
mission to help increase adoptions for
Kaimanawa horses and raise money
for Running for Rangers – a group
that runs marathons to improve the
welfare of rangers protecting rhinos
and elephants in Kenya.

She plans to carry provisions for
5-7 day sections and the horses will

reinforced with tungsten carbine on
the heels and toes to cope with the
long distances.The North Island will be
predominantly along the coast whereas
the South Island will be largely through
high country stations.

McNutt would also be keen to hear
from any landowners who wouldn’t
mind her stopping over for a night or
two. McNutt plans to set off in early
2016. To see a map of her proposed 
route, visit www.loumcnutt.com.

After nearly nine years of planning,
fundraising and construction, the Old

tramped or ridden in its completed
form this month.

In total, 26,000 volunteer hours and
more than 100,000 paid-for hours were
clocked in efforts to complete the
85km trail.

The Old Ghost Road is located in
the Buller District of the West Coast
and runs from Lyell to Seddonville. It’s a
grade four mountain bike ride and a 4-5

on December 12 at the NBS Theatre
in Westport. Organisers have warned
parts of the trail will remain closed
until then to allow construction to be 
completed.

A party of four climbers had a memorable
– and active – Labour Weekend, topping
out on Mt Arrowsmith, 2781m, making
repairs to Cameron Hut and felling a stand
of wilding pines in the CameronValley.

conditions on the climb, located in
Canterbury’s Hakatere Conservation
Park. Crevasses on the South Cameron

the 40-50-degree 250m central couloir led
them directly to the summit.

Making the most of the long weekend,
on return to Cameron Hut they tidied up
the interior and made minor repairs to the
door, replacing a rattly, loose bolt using the
hut’s stash of tools.

On their walk out, they borrowed the
hut’s saw to fell a small stand of wilding
pines 20 minutes from the hut. They
managed to negotiate the spaniard grass to

“There aren’t that many places where
the wilding pine issue is so easy for a single
tramping party to solve,” said Morris. “If
future parties repeat the process over the

in the area will be completely gone.”

Rowan. Laura, Jaz and Tom at Cameron Hut 

WALKSHORTS
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A momentous moment; the two diggers working on either 

An 1887 map of the proposed Tongariro National Park on 

“When we started
we just made one ‘small’

change to the original plan.
We decided to aim to raise

instead of $1 million,”
Dr Mike Thorsen, co-founder

of the newly-formed
Endangered Species 

Foundation

of New Zealand maps has opened in
Wellington.

The National Library of New Zealand,
inThorndon,will host Unfolding the Map

Highlights for trampers include an
1887 map of the proposed Tongariro
National Park and a 1936 trampers' map
of the Tararuas. Other highlights include

Maori and charts from Captain Cook’s
voyages.

open 8.30am-5pm Monday to Saturday 

CALLING ALL MAPAHOLICS

Turn to p96
to see Jaz Morris’image from the
South Cameron

Glacier 

TRAMPING

953

HUNTING 

337

CLIMBING    

110

CAVING

9

CANYONING

6

WHILETRAMPING CALL-OUTS LOOK

HIGH, LANDSAR SAYSTHE STATISTICS

CORRELATEWITHTHE NUMBER OF PEOPLE 

PARTICIPATING IN EACH ACTIVITY

SAROP (SEARCH AND RESCUE
OPERATION) STATS FOR RESCUES PER 
ACTIVITY FROM 2010/11-2013/14

953
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THIS MONTH ON GARAGE TV….

WIDE BOYZ
SCREENS DECEMBER 5, 4PM
The world of offwidth crack
climbing is a strange sub-culture 
rumoured to be dominated by bar-
brawling dirt-bags. The climbing is 
tough, painful and bloody. English 
climbers Pete Whittaker and
Tom Randall complete a two-year 
training regime before embarking 
on a tour of the USA, culminating 

the world’s hardest offwidth.

Wilderness has partnered with Garage 
TV (Sky channel 77) to bring you 

TRIP PLANNING SPEED-DATING STYLE
Members of the Wellington Tramping and Mountaineering 
Club sat down for all of 90 minutes recently to plan their 
summer tramping itinerary. The result? An incredibly busy 
calendar with a staggering 147 trips planned. 

highlights include a musical tramp, parts of Te Araroa Trail, a 
family Southern Crossing and walking in Paparoa National 

It wasn’t all about getting boots on the ground though – 
seven pizzas were consumed over the course of the planning. 

VERTICAL SAILING GREENLAND
SCREENS DECEMBER 17, 8PM
Follow the adventures of the Wolfgang Climbing Team on 

the Piolet d’Or 2011 for showing great style, high technical 

can be found at www.garagemovies.co.nz

www.wildernessmag.co.nz  11



Down
1. Filmy fern in NZ bush is this
type of plant (8)
2. Migratory grasshopper seen
in NZ (6)
3. Clothing for particular
purpose – like tramping gear,
eg (4)
4. NZ lake in Canterbury region
(6)
5. Handy gadget – EPIRB, eg (6)
6. Maori name for NZ blue duck
(4)
8. Marine wilderness enthusiast
(6)
13. Takes cover from bad
weather (8)
14. Line on map connecting
points of same atmospheric
pressure (6)
16. Person who carries supplies
for mountaineering expedition
(6)
17. What river levels do once
heavy rain has stopped (6)
19. Coastal freshness! (3,3)
20. Rock formation like at
Coromandel's Cathedral Cove,
eg (4)
21. Temporary wilderness home
(4)

Across
7. Something to fuel your
cooker (7)
8. Type of tree found in Nelson
Lakes National Park (5)
9. Measure water depth (5)
10.
King Country to Tasman Sea
(7)
11. Spot this mysterious
creature on Himalayan trek? (4)
12. Trees like kahikatea and
rimu (8)
15. Risk resulting from being in
severe wilderness conditions
without adequate protection
(8)
18. Poetic word for small land
mass in sea (4)
20.
in preparation for tramp (7)
21. Map used by 8 Down (5)
22. Clean unpolluted water is
this (5)
23. Mt _____ - NZ's third
highest mountain (7)
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to spell out the hidden solution. Send your answer, with your name and 
address, by December 21 to: wildernessword@lifestylepublishing.co.nz, or 

 
Headwear $40
The perfect accessory for all sports, Original 

breathable, wicks perspiration and is quick 
drying. Wear it as a headband, beanie, 
helmet liner, neck gaiter, balaclava, scarf, 
hair band or wristband. www.outwear.co.nz 

Hidden Solution: NZ wildlife conservation success story (10)
November’s hidden solution:  Energy food

DOC STAFF TAKE INDUSTRIAL ACTION
“DOC staff don’t take action lightly, but they 

do their jobs when their employer doesn’t 
value them,” Erin Polaczuk, Public Service 

why 1500 DOC staff began industrial action on 
November 4

THE PAY RISE 
DOC STAFF 
ASKED FOR

THE PAY RISE 
THEY WERE 
OFFERED

LANDSAR CHIEF MOVES ON
Harry Maher, who has been director of 
LandSAR for the past three-and-a-half 
years, is now leaving the organisation.

Maher, who developed and deployed 
a safety management system for 3500 
volunteers during his tenure at LandSAR, 
will now become DOC’s director for 
health and safety.

He had previously worked in various 
positions for DOC over 22 years and will
take up the new post this month.

of his achievements with the organisation.
“In this time, the board, with Harry

working alongside, has developed a strong 
and clear direction for the organisation and 
has established a range of projects to resolve 
long-standing and current issues.”

,                                       THE NUMBER OF STEPS MATT     
                                       JENKE WALKED  TO CAPTURE 
SEVEN GREAT WALKS FOR GOOGLE STREET VIEW

WALKSHORTS
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TRACKS  
CAMERA
ACTION

T
he man I used to be most envi-
ous of was Dan Carter; blessed
with good looks and absurd nat-
ural talent, he gets to play rugby
every day of his life and everyone

loves him for it. But now there’s a man who

Two years ago Matt Jenke landed the sort
of job any tramper would bite their own arm
off to do.

Google tasked Jenke to walk seven of the

camera strapped to his back.All he had to do
was remain upright at all times and remem-

The camera, called the Google Trekker,

Matt Jenke must have
pinched himself when
given the job of walking
New Zealand’s best trails 
for Google. Matthew
Pike asks if the reality 
matches the dream

was created by Steve Silverman, who used to

a variant of those used in the Google Street
View cars, protruding more than half a metre
above Jenke’s head.At 18kg it’s heavier than
many multiday packs and its shape makes for

“It’s just as comfy as a normal pack, but it’s

says the 28-year-old from Titirangi.
Jenke had to ensure the camera avoided

low branches so debris didn’t land on the
lens. But he also had to stay upright, mean-
ing bending over wasn’t an option. Instead, an

The Heaphy Track presented the worst

swingbridge at Lewis Hut was overgrown at
the time Jenke walked the trail. This meant

which Jenke describes as “frustrating”.
The Heaphy, being the longest of the seven

tracks, presented logistical issues, as the cam-

and there were only three sets of batteries.
“We tried to recharge them using a gen-

erator but this didn’t recharge them fully.” It
did, however, provide them with just enough
power to capture the whole trail.

Another logistical dilemma was the
weather, which affected all the trails, one way
or another. On the Abel Tasman, he had to 

14  DECEMBER 2015



LOWA Renegade GTX
Soft Flex for on-trail tramping and travel. RRP: $479.99

LOWA Camino GTX
Medium Flex for on or off trail and up to the snowline. RRP: $599.99

LOWA Ticam GTX
Stiff Flex for more uneven terrain and 
crampon compatible. RRP: $679.99

LOWA Renegade GW

LOWAW Ticam GT

wait for three days for the heavens to close 
after completing day one and he needed 
to complete the Rakiura Track in one day 
because rain was forecast on both days 
either side.

There was the odd wobble too. On the 
Heaphy, a swingbridge was being repaired 
so he tried to ford the river himself. “I was 
standing on a rock in the water when my 
foot slipped and I was suddenly down on my 

-
est moment; I could easily have gone head 
over heels. To have properly submerged the 
trekker wouldn’t have been a good look.” 

Jenke was accompanied on each trip by 
Peter Hiemstra from DOC, who carried a 
25kg pack with pretty much all the food and 

to stay a good distance behind Jenke to 
ensure he wasn’t in each shot – a plan not 
always entirely successful, as Hiemstra later 
realised he isn’t as good at hide and seek as 
he thought.

Despite the odd logistical headache and 

“I couldn’t believe my luck when I was told 
I could do this as a job,” he says. “I actually 

it Lucy.”
One of the reasons Jenke was picked for 

highlighted when his cousin pulled out of the 
Auckland Marathon three weeks prior to the 
event. He gave his ticket to Jenke who, with-
out training, ran it in 3:00:40 before proceed-
ing on the three-hour Mangawhai Head Cliff 
Walk for Google that afternoon. 

Tongariro Northern Circuit and the Whan-
ganui River remain the only two Great Walks 
not yet completed by the Google Trekker 
camera, for cultural and logistical reasons. 

work. As well as the Great Walks he’s been 
tasked with completing a series of short 
walks around the country, including trails on 
Matiu/Somes Island in Wellington Harbour, 
Bridal Veil Falls in Waikato and Karangahake 
Gorge in the Kaimais.

Soon there could be a whole network of 
tracks across the country that can be virtu-
ally walked from your computer. And Jenke is 

wish to use the same camera to document 
the entire Te Araroa Trail in the future. If this 
becomes a reality, my jealousy of Jenke will 
rise another notch.
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The kiss of the sun’s warming rays on your skin is a simple pleasure, but how much
skin is too much? Chris Maclean explains the appeal of tramping in the buff

W
hat is it about nudity that 
interests people so much?

When Shaun Barnett and 
I were putting together our 
book Tramping, A New Zea-
land History, we suspected 

the section about nude tramping might 
provoke a response. But we had no idea it 
would have the media-mesmerising impact 
that it did.

No sooner was the book released than 
Campbell Live contacted our publicist, ask-
ing if we were prepared to tramp nude for 
their cameras.

“No, we weren’t,” we replied.
Then our publisher suggested a nude 

tramp to garner publicity for the book. 
Again, we refused. 

A few weeks later, we were invited to ‘Play 
Favourites’ with Kim Hill on her Radio New 
Zealand programme. Our conversation with 
her proceeded smoothly, once we had per-
suaded her that tramping wasn’t all pain and 
suffering, when she interrupted her planned 

Someone had rung the show while we were 
on air to suggest she ‘ask Chris about nude 
tramping’.

And with great glee she did. In some detail. 
For days afterwards friends, family, and even 
neighbours let me know they now saw me 
in a different light.

So what is nude tramping and who does 
it? Well, I do and so do a few other tramp-
ers, but it’s very much a minority pursuit. It 

wind on the skin while sauntering along the
tussock tops or the warmth of the sun on
your body while tramping down a riverbed.
Sometimes walking, sometimes swimming.

Yet I don’t get to tramp nude as often as I
would like because favourable circumstances
are rare. Obviously, the weather needs to be
conducive. Shedding clothes is easy when

practical when it’s windy or wet. That drasti-
cally limits opportunities in New Zealand’s
tempestuous climate.

Then you have to be in the right place
at the right time. Nude tramping on a bush
track is risky, as other walkers can suddenly
appear, leaving no time to get your shorts on.

when you can see people approaching from
up to a kilometre away. 

This is important because the legality, or
otherwise, of nude tramping is unclear. Public
nudity that offends others can be viewed as
a criminal offence. A man made the headlines
a few years ago for riding a bike in the nude,
but because no one complained, the police
took no action other than to issue him a
warning for not wearing a helmet!

In the bush or the hills, the prospect of
running into children or others who may be
offended is a real risk, although my greater
worry is encountering homophobic hunt-
ers who might just be tempted to dispense
with this ‘insult to Kiwi blokes’. Either way, a
degree of caution is advisable. 

To enjoy nude tramping, you must be

encountering others, it’s best to stay dressed.
But there're vast areas of the backcountry
where, chances are, you won’t meet anyone.
And you can often sense this intuitively.

Timing helps. Weekdays are often good,
but weekends in the hills are more popu-
lar, and the same applies to public holidays,

times. I climbed Nelson’s popular Mt Arthur
some years ago in the nude on a week-
day and encountered no one. Yet, when I
returned several months later on a Satur-
day during the summer holidays, I kept my
clothes on – a sensible precaution as so
many people crowded the summit that it
resembled a cocktail party.

Climbing Mt Arthur can be easily achieved

H A N G I N G O U T
I N  T H E  H I L L S

in a day, meaning you only need a day pack. 
Tramping nude with a much heavier pack can 
be uncomfortable as the straps and waist 

Then there’s the need for sun protec-
tion, especially for body parts not usually 

the 1930s the young Auckland student Elsie 
Locke (later to become a prominent peace 
activist), got sunburned in some unusual 
places while tramping nude in the Waitak-
eres.

During that decade, it was student 
Ormond Wilson who introduced nude 
tramping to New Zealand. Before the war, 
he had studied in England and travelled 

outdoors is much more common. When he 
returned to New Zealand, Wilson intro-
duced the idea to fellow progressives such 
as Bill Sutch and his partner Morva Williams.

Although it has always remained a minor-
ity practice here, it is so much more com-
mon in Europe that when the Swiss recently 
got fed up with so many Germans tramp-
ing nude in their mountains, the Germans 
responded by developing an 18km nude 
tramping trail in the Harz Mountains. There, 
clothed walkers are the oddity!

Wherever it occurs, nude tramping is 
an activity that goes beyond sensuality to 
evoke the essence of being in the outdoors. 

We concluded the section on naked 
tramping in our tramping history with these 
thoughts from Otago writer and outdoors-
man, Brian Turner: ‘When some trampers 
shed their clothes in the mountains and
jumped into clear cold pools, I always got
the feeling that they were shedding more
than just garments.This was a ‘statement’, a
nod to Adam’s nakedness when he was cre-
ated. Getting back to nature improved one’s
chances of salvation. It was also just bloody
great to feel so fully alive. If this wasn’t free-
dom, what was?’   SH
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This conundrum has left many a multiday
tramper pondering whether a morning
coffee is wise, given the risk of cold dehy
meals for the rest of the trip.
Of course, careful planning ensuring
more fuel than you’ll need is the obvious
answer to making sure you don’t run out.
But there is one little trick to give you a
reasonable estimate of what’s left in the
canister:

HOW MUCH FUEL LEFT IN THE CANISTER?

Place the empty one into a pot of water

The bowline knot is
a straightforward,
secure loop that’s use-

ful for tying a tarp or ham-
mock to a tree. It’s also useful
in a rescue situation, looping
rope around a victim’s chest
and tying a bowline that
won’t undo or tighten.
The knot’s strong when
there’s weight on it, but easy
to untie when there’s not.

Wrap the rope around the
object you’re tying to, then
create a small loop, leav-
ing enough rope to thread
through the loop twice

Thread the rope through
the loop from the top

Pass the end behind and
back up through the same
loop (think ‘through the rab-
bit hole, around the tree and
back up through the rabbit 
hole’)

Pull tight

EASY, HANDY KNOT

For this trick you’ll need two canisters
of the same make and size – one full, one 
empty

Using a permanent marker pen, note
where the waterline is and mark this level
in the same spot on the full canister

Place the full canister into the same pot
of water

Mark the waterline so you now have two 
marks – one for full, one for empty

When on the trip, place the canister into water to see roughly how much fuel you have left. It’ll act like a fuel gauge with the waterline 
falling the more fuel you use

pose stretches the sides,
back and shoulders while
still working on balance
and strengthening the
legs.

Start from a lunge with
your left foot forward.

EXTENDED SIDE ANGLE POSE

TO
NY

 G
AZ

EL
Y

FITNESS

Turn your right heel in and

is turned out at about a 45
degree angle

Your front left toes should
be forward and the foot in line
with the arch or heel of the
right foot

Lift your chest and hands,
reaching your left arm forward
and right arm back

Your left knee is bent and
should be either directly over
or behind your ankle. Make
sure the knee is tracking
straight ahead

The right leg is straight, but

don’t lock the knee
Bring the left elbow on to the

front knee, with the palm facing
up. Press your elbow down and
lift your chest up

Let your right hand swing past
the ground and stretch forward
with the palm facing down

from the ears. Keep stretching

Hold this pose for a few
breaths, then bring both hands
down either side of your feet,
lift your back heel and return to 
your lunge

Then change legs
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HOW TO CARRY 
YOUR PLB
After a recent discussion on
our Facebook page about
this very issue, we decided
to ask Mike Hill from the
Rescue Coordination Cen-
tre for his advice.

He suggests to place your
PLB either in a zipped pocket
of your trousers or shorts,
or in a pouch attached to
your belt. He says cam-
era and sports shops will
provide suitable pouches:
“These are not made specifi-
cally for beacons but there
is such a variety that your
beacon will fit into at least

It’s pretty easy to get into a rut with your backcountry food: rice,

ZESTY QUINOA SALAD

PROFILE
Serves: 2
Weight: 1200g
Volume: 1000ml
Calories: 1300
Cost: $15.50
Cooking time: 20min
Fuel: 175ml white spirit, or 
60g camping gas*

*Based on an MSR
Whisperlite burning
white spirit at sea level.

INGREDIENTS
1 cup mixed quinoa
1 head broccoli, chopped
2 sliced smoked chicken
breasts
1tsp heaped ground coriander
3tbsp olive oil  
2 spring onions
2tbsp fresh mint
3tbsp red wine vinegar
3tbsp pumpkin seeds
4 sliced button mushrooms* 
4tbsp Greek yogurt
4tsp harissa paste
Zest of one lemon

METHOD
Cook the quinoa as per the
instructions, then drain and
set aside. Likewise for the
broccoli. Sauté the mush-
rooms in a small amount of
olive oil. Mix the quinoa in a
bowl along with the mush-
rooms, mint, lemon zest,
coriander and spring onions.
Drizzle with olive oil and red
wine vinegar. Top with the
smoked chicken and broc-
coli, add a few good dollops
of yogurt and harissa paste 
and serve.

*If you’d like to save a bit
of time and weight you can
substitute dried mushrooms
and just soak them for 10 
minutes beforehand.

WILD CUISINE   by Mark Banham 

You should carry your PLB at all times, but where’s best?

If these options aren’t comfortable, then Hill suggests the

(whichever you’re most likely to continue wearing). Wearing the
beacon around your neck is also a good place to carry it so long
as you’re sure it won’t pose a snag or choking hazard.

“Our advice is that you carry the beacon where you can get
to it in an emergency,” says Hill. “The last thing you want is the 
beacon to be in something that you may be separated from.”
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MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPES

GET ONTO THE
TOPS Photography in
the mountains is often
about capturing the grand
landscape and sweeping
vistas full of rugged peaks.
The best place for this is
from high vantage points or
the top of a peak offering a
view out over the horizon.
You could also include
some foreground to give
the image some depth.

HEAD OUT AT
SUNSET One great
thing about being in the
hills is the amazing warm
light you get by being
up high at sunset – try
to make use of this to
illuminate foreground
subjects and the tops of
distant peaks.

COMPOSING THE
LANDSCAPE Avoid
putting the horizon in the
centre of the image as it
can be a little boring. If you
have some nice foreground,
put the horizon higher to
make more of this feature.
On the other hand, if the
sky is full of colour put
your horizon lower to
capture more of the sky.

GET A SHARP
SHOT To get everything
in focus from the
foreground to peaks on
the horizon, use a small
aperture (f11-f22). If you
are photographing in low
light at the end of the day,
you will need to use a
tripod or select a higher
ISO (400-800) to get a
shutter speed fast enough
for a sharp image.

- RichardYoung is a Wellington-
based photographer running
photography workshops inTongariro
National Park

.

PHOTO SCHOOL
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Richard Young

Location Armstrong Saddle, above 
Sunrise Hut, Ruahine Forest Park
Settings ISO 100, f11, 1/20 second
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Lumix 25mm Lens
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Purchase any G-Series 4K Camera  
at participating stores and get a  

Bonus Lumix 25mm F1.7 Lens in store 
 (valued at $349). Promotion runs from  

1st November 2015 to 31st January 2016. *Terms & Conditions apply,.



WAYPOINTS

Dart Hut campsite, Mt Aspiring
National Park

Although lesser-known than the 
nearby Routeburn Track, the 
Rees-Dart offers great tramping 
through a wide range of different 

landscapes – from lush meadows and gentle 
streams, to rocky alpine landscapes, dense 
beech forests and glaciers. 

With a large landslip and severe erosion 
around Sandy Bluff closing that section 
of the Dart Track, the Dart Hut campsite 
can currently only be accessed from the
Rees Valley or, for the adventurous, via the
Matukituki Valley and Cascade Saddle.    

- Jingyi Tan

WILD FILE
Access Raspberry Creek car park 
west of Wanaka, or the Rees Valley 
Road north of Glenorchy 
Grade Moderate 
Time 2 days 
Map CA11,CA10, CB10 

CHARMING 
CAMPSITE

Dart Campsite with Dart 



The Nano-Air™ Jacket. Yet another reason to pack it. Sean Villanueva O’Driscoll and Nico Favresse
on Ikerasak Peak in midnight light, Greenland. BENJAMIN DITTO © 2015 Patagonia, Inc.

PATAGO N I A .CO M . AU

Put it on,

Nano Air™ Jacket

The Nano-Air™Jacket is so warm, stretchy and breathable you’ll

forget you’re even wearing it. Not too hot, never too cold, the

Nano-Air is designed to be worn all day, all week, till laundry do

you part, doing away with the whole concept of layering. Awarded

as US Outside Magazine’s Gear of the Year for 2014, the Nano-Air™

is a committed partner for all high output, stop-go missions.

leave it on.



WAYPOINTS

Tauanui Valley, Aorangi Forest Park

The Wairarapa’s Aorangi Forest Park often gets overlooked by tramp-
ers, who are naturally drawn to the much larger Tararua Forest Park. 

-
riences better weather. Lying in the rain-shadow of the Aorangi and Rimutaka
Range, the vegetation is notably different too. 

One autumn I headed into the Tauanui Valley, on the park’s western fringes,

As I’d set off just after dawn, the slanting light of the early morning sun lit
the forest, illuminating the various shades of green and I paused to take this
photograph. Such places may lack the scale and grandeur of the SouthernAlps,
or indeed the Tararua tops, but they have their own, subtle beauty.    

 - Shaun Barnett

WILD FILE
Access From Whakatomotomo Road, 
off Lake Ferry Road. Trampers are best to 
avoid the valley during the roar (March 
and April), as this is the favourite time for 
hunters to use the area. 
Grade Easy
Time 2.5-3hr to hut 
Map BQ33

S DES N



Forest in Tauanui 

Forest Park



See More...
HUT BOOKS
Hut books are not just
informative – they can be
downright fascinating and
hilarious
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The humble hut book is often the

at the end of a day’s walk.
They serve several important

purposes. First and foremost, of course, they
provide a record of trampers’ intentions,
which may prove invaluable in the event
something goes wrong. Search and Rescue
teams rely on hut book entries to help
narrow their search for a missing person.

Secondly, the hut book offers information
for others using the hut.Are there obstacles
or dangers on the track ahead, recorded by
trampers coming in the opposite direction?
Perhaps there might be good advice on an
off-track route you hadn’t considered.

Thirdly, it provides a valuable record
of those using the hut for DOC staff or
other groups that manage the hut. How
much use does the hut get, and by whom?
Are the visitors mainly hunters, trampers
or climbers? How long do they stay? Have

a leaky roof, a rodent invasion, or a loose
windowpane?

Lastly, the hut book is a place where you
might learn something about the history of
the hut, chuckle over a funny anecdote, or

During the 1980s, I remember several log
books in SouthernAlps’ huts that had entries
written in stunning black Gothic script –
penned by a pair doing a long traverse. The
occasional visitor might even use the hut
book as a canvas for their artwork. In the
past decade or so, many hut books in the
Nelson and Marlborough region have been 
graced by the artwork of tramper Sonia 

drawing in the Chaffey Hut book (see photo). 
Naturally, hut books are replaced when 

full, and the more popular the hut, the 

Many have been lost or destroyed, but DOC 
often keeps retired hut books, and some of 
the most venerable are found in institutions 
like museums, libraries or club archives. 

The three huts featured here have 
particularly interesting hut books.

- Shaun Barnett

1 - SHUTES HUT, RUAHINE
FOREST PARK
Shutes Hut, built by Alex Shute in 1920, is
a rare example of a North Island stone hut.
Shute was a rabbiter who worked for many
years in the area and was something of a
hermit. In 1956, several years after Shute
had died, hunter Lester Masters installed
a hut book and case at Shutes Hut. That
original one became full in the 1980s, when
another hunter, Paul Sanderson, donated
the lovely hardback tome still in use today.
Yet another hunter, the late great Tony
Gates, photocopied the original 1956-1981
hut book, and left a copy at Shutes. So
trampers who now visit can read over both
volumes, which together span nearly 70
years of history. Wonderful.

2 - CHAFFEY HUT, COBB VALLEY, 
KAHURANGI NATIONAL PARK, 
GOLDEN BAY

Forest Service ranger Jack McBurney in 
the early 1950s, recently got a makeover 
by members of the Golden Bay branch of 
the New Zealand Deerstalkers’ Association, 
aided by DOC’s master hut restorer John 
Taylor. They did an exceedingly faithful
job of restoring the hut to its original 
condition, with minor improvements, and 
it’s no wonder the current hut book brims 
with praise for their efforts – and some nice 
artwork. 

West Coast

Kahurangi  
National Park

Shutes Hut, 
Ruahine Forest 

Park

WAYPOINTS

.
3 - SIR ROBERT HUT, MUNGO 
VALLEY, WEST COAST
Sir Robert Hut is so seldom visited that the 
hut book has rarely been replaced. Between 
1983 and 2007, for example, just 61 people 
had visited the hut, averaging only 2-3 
per year. In the years 1994 and 1995, no 
one visited at all! That’s probably because 
reaching the hut is no easy task, and 
requires at least 3-4 days of tough tramping 
through the backblocks of Hokitika. Any hut 
book that spans this number of years always 
has stories of epics, savage weather and 
tramping that tested the party to its limits. 
The Sir Robert Hut book is full of them. 
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It spreads by soil movement  
ACT NOW to help stop it

SAVE OUR FORESTS
They are dying from kauri dieback disease

ALWAYS

CLEAN YOUR GEAR  
Remove soil BEFORE and  
AFTER forest visits – clean  
your shoes, boots, tyres and equipment

STAY ON THE TRACK  
AND off kauri roots

W W W.K AURIDIEBACK.CO.NZ
I I

I I
I

• If you can’t clean your gear on-site, bag it and clean it when you get home  
(keep some plastic bags in your car).

• Never assume an area is free of kauri dieback.



WHY ADVENTURE MATTERS
outdoor adventures – teaching your children about risk, writes Andrew Magness

Fifteen years ago I was obsessed with
adventure. In fact, the third decade of

over my birth continent of North America
and occasionally beyond for rock and ice and
wild, vertiginous places. I built my life around
these pursuits and they gave me my sense of

my accomplishments, and wore my epics like
badges of courage.To be honest, I felt supe-
rior to non-adventurers. Adventuring was
what mattered – not fancy cars, nice clothes,
good jobs, or anything else. Weekends mea-
sured in metres gained, kilometres paddled,
or pitches climbed trumped those measured
in number of beers consumed or football
games watched. I didn't understand the way
‘other’ people lived. Adventuring, more than
school and university, provided my education.

of dirt-bagging, discovering that $20 in the
hand of a good dirtbagger was worth at least
$100 in the hands of anyone else.

I learned about reality. I came to under-
stand that suffering is a part of life that can-
not be avoided, but also that perspective can
take away its sting and bite and even domes-
ticate it into something useful.

grow, I've come to recognise that 
perhaps the most important part 
of my adventure education was 
something I hadn't even thought 
of before – a skill I'd mastered 
that would have a profound impact 
on my kids’ lives, whether or not 
they decided to climb or paddle or 
even go camping. I understood and 
appreciated the value of risk.

The truth is that life is hard and 
failure is a part of that hardship. 
Much of our larger culture seems 
to be risk averse, behaving as if 
identifying risk for the purpose of 
avoiding it is the proper course of 
action. But the best sweetness in 
life is tied to risk – asking the girl 

to go for one you love, or picking 
your way along the talus-covered 
knife edge ridge at sunset. Risk
always includes the possibility of
failure and failure should be a part
of everyone's education. Both risk

challenges of choosing between lonely sum-
mer evenings high on sun-kissed mountain
faces or stir crazy summer mornings staring
right through an adoring partner.

I gained strength, courage, wisdom, ingenu-
ity and resourcefulness. I grappled with fail-
ure and developed humility, then soared from

all of this would come in a single climb.
This education was revisited again and

again, season after season. The classroom
changed over time: big walls gave way to

-

intensive courses (multiday adventure races
and other endurance efforts). Over time, I
grew to be almost fearless, secure in my abil-
ity to take on, or at least attempt, almost any-
thing. I viewed challenge not only as an oppor-

an opportunity to learn from failure, the best
teacher, when success was not in the cards.

But nine years ago everything changed and I
became a father.And in the intervening years,
I've realised that pretty much everything I
thought and felt before fatherhood, well... it
changed too. As I've watched my two sons

And as a parent I naturally want this sort
of life for my kids. My years of studentship at

earned PHD in ‘managed risk taking’ is pay-
ing unforeseen dividends now I am a dad.
Because I have adventured, my kids climb
really high in trees and on roofs, walk on
railings and boulder hop across (semi) rush-
ing rapids.They are encouraged to do these
things. Because I have taken risks and devel-

-
age those risks, they get to begin their own
education in risk management at an early age.
Because I have learned to trust myself when
deciding what I am capable of (as opposed to
relying on the opinions of others) I am more
able to allow them to act on similar beliefs
in themselves.

It is my ability to provide a proper educa-
tion in risk to my boys – and not the glory
of the mountain summit – that I now realise
will be the most important legacy afforded
by that passion for adventure.

And that is why adventure matters.
- Andrew Magness is a self proclaimed jack-

of-all-trades adventurer, whose most recent mis-
sion has been a spontaneous move from the 
USA to Te Anau with his wife and two sons.  
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WILD
FAMILIES

GIVING
YOUR KIDS
THE BOOT

Buying expensive tramping 
boots for your children can be 
a big ask, but, as Jo Stilwell  
discovers, good boots 
can go a long way

Iprompted a discussion around buying

We had been on the top of Mt Star-
veall in Mt Richmond Forest Park for

a couple of hours, taking lunch and playing
with the kids among the tussock in the hot
sun.When it was time to put our boots back
on and continue, my daughter Alice asked if
she could give my boots a try. Despite being
just 10 years old, her foot size had recently
caught up with mine.

I was less than enthusiastic. I had just pur-

-

while tramping and no matter how many
different kinds of boots I tried, how well I
attempted to wear them in or what combi-
nation of socks I wore, my bony heals always
managed to rub themselves raw. I tried Vase-
line, wads of sheep’s wool and every type of
tape and plaster on the market, but the only
thing that worked was discovering these par-
ticular boots. I didn’t want to give them up,
but, in the spirit of being a good mother, I
reluctantly let her try them on.

She loved them and wanted to keep wear-
ing them, but I wasn’t that good a mother.

-
ence a slight pang of guilt as the difference
in comfort and support between her boots
and mine were stark. It sparked a discussion
between my husband David and I about the
kind of tramping boots we would get our

kids in the future.
From the get-go we had placed an empha-

sis on putting our children in boots. They
both had hypermobile joints and were
prone to spraining ankles, so we bought

When we had tried them in sturdy walking
shoes and less supportive boots, multiple
sprained ankles resulted.

But it was obvious my boots were far

decided to buy Alice the same make of boot

she grew out of them, I could wear them.
Our youngest daughter Mackenzie was also
going through the same blister problem as
me, having inherited my bony feet. So when

-
rite brand of boot, we didn’t hesitate to get
her a pair as well.

Did it seem ridiculous at the time, spend-
ing hundreds of dollars on a pair of boots
when her feet were still growing? Yes. I’m
sure Graeme, from our local outdoor store,
rubbed his hands in glee when he saw me
enter the shop, kids in tow. But any boots
we purchased for the children have been
on multiple sets of feet, as they have been
shared between Alice, Mackenzie and me,
and also lent to friends, so I believe we got
our money’s worth. Graeme hasn’t seen the
kids for a few years now as their feet have

joints stabilised as they got older, so they

also had the option to wear a lighter boot
if they wanted.

Not everyone likes to wear leather
tramping boots or put their kids in them.
A friend of mine tells me her children
always wear sneakers when tramping and
as a family they have covered some pretty
rough terrain. So what worked for us cer-
tainly won’t work for everybody. However,

for our kids even if their ankles weren’t so
shonky. Our priority was to provide them
with footwear that gave them comfort

of trips that appealed to David and I. We
wanted to wander up untracked streams,
spend time on the tops, walk in the snow
and not always be constrained to tramping
in good weather. And because we weren’t
prepared to tramp in sneakers (or even
lightweight boots) in winter, on slippery

This was even more important when they
started carrying heavier packs.

to go tramping, but we’ve found every cent
we’ve spent on boots well worth it.

It often amuses me when we’re packing
the truck for a tramp and the value of all

our vehicle. I suppose some people choose
to drive fancy cars; we prefer to spend our

boots – even for the kids.
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15-17 Shotover Street,
Queenstown.
Ph: 03 442 5397 – (03) 442 6393
sales@smallplanetsports.com
www.smallplanetoutdoors.co.nz

NEW and REDESIGNED BOOTS AND SHOES 

Plus we have a huge range of TRAMPING – CLIMBING  
– MOUNTAINEERING gear from
RAB – SHERPA – MONTANE – DYNAFIT – BLACK DIAMOND – LA 
SPORTIVA – LOWA – SCARPA – LOWE ALPINE – SALOMON – MSR 
– PRIMUS – DEUTER – PETZL – SINGING ROCK

 

INTRODUCING 
2016 SALEWA CONCEPT  

FOOTWEAR WALL
 

BIKES -  KAYAKS  -  TENTS  
CAMPING  -  CLIMBING GEAR

121 Rosedale Road, Albany
0800 778 779

www.outdooraction.co.nz

Your adventure starts with 

FREE SHIPPING NATIONWIDE ON ALL ORDERS

Do you have the 
best outdoor 
gear for your 
next adventure?

Shop now at gearshop.co.nz
Extensive knowledge and great prices 
on some of the world’s best brands.

Outdoor gear for every 
adventure™
Tramping / Camping / Climbing 
Caving / Rescue / Survival

FREE New Zealand delivery 
on orders over $100

www.gearshop.co.nz GEARSHOP
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K E E P I N G U P W I T H

C H A M O I S
Heading off the marked track can lead to unexpected encounters.  
David Dawkins
variation of a South Island classic

T
he chamois had a nonplussed 

-
ing why I was intruding on his 
alpine domain.

Having previously only 

scampering across distant mountain faces, 
I stood immobile trying to blend with the 
shattered rock of a steep gully high in Nelson 
Lakes National Park.

to turn tail but, he continued his assessment 
until suddenly it had seen enough and 
bounded up an imaginary path in the rock, 
leaving us privileged to have had a close 
encounter with this high country rarity.

On a week-long trip between St Arnaud 
and Lewis Pass, this was just one of the 

beaten track.
This classic tramp in the northern 

Southern Alps has increased in popularity 
since becoming part of the Te Araroa Trail. 
Anyone making the trek will become familiar 
with the acronyms TA NOBO or TA SOBO 
(Te Araroa northbound or southbound) 
and can enjoy sharing huts with a range of 
international walkers.

Rather than follow the Te Araroa route up 
the Sabine Valley, over Waiau Pass and down 

and I selected a more challenging route that 

Valley.
A leg-busting ascent of Mt Robert to 

start the trip was the perfect test for long 
dormant muscles, but we were rewarded 
with wide-ranging views over the pristine 
waters of Lake Rotoiti and across to the St 
Arnaud Range.

The sun beat down mercilessly as we 
forged along the rocky ridge, which was alive 
with trampers young and old heading to or 

from Lake Angelus.
Youth was out in force at Angelus Hut 

where two young families had set up 
residence. We enjoyed a late lunch as a 
gaggle of children raced around. It was a far 
cry from my last visit when the hut was a 
skeletal foundation whipped by snow and the 
only company a very cold builder.

The lake is an idyllic spot to lounge away 
an afternoon but we had a lot of ground to 
cover so we hefted our packs and headed  to 
Sunset Saddle.

As we made the haul to the saddle, a lone 
traveller slogged along behind us. We paused 
at the saddle for the tramper, a visitor from 
Germany, and as a trio we scrambled to the 
summit of Angelus Peak.

The high point offered an amazing view 
of Lake Angelus. Entrapped by a jagged ring 
of rock pinnacles with steep scree slopes 
descending to the water's edge, the lake 
seemed to change colour from deep blues 
to vibrant greens as the late afternoon sun 
swung overhead.

Eventually, we began the rocky descent to 
Hopeless Creek. Nestled at the base of the 
barren slab slopes, the small lake at the head 
of the creek always takes my breath away and 
is a peaceful place to camp.

We were staying at Hopeless Hut though, 
so negotiated the waterfall cascading from 
the lake and made our way through the bush 
to the hut. 

Cupola Hut, we set a leisurely pace to the 
Travers Valley. The Travers is one of my 
favourite spots with beech forest blanketing 

river. Far ahead, Mt Travers towered snowy 
and menacing.

While the journey to Cupola Hut is short 

tested the previous day received a vigorous 
workout. But the sweat and pain was worth 
it.

The small hut is perched in a basin beneath 
the rugged south face of Mt Hopeless and 
the blocky north face of Mt Cupola. With 
panoramic views of the mountains and down 
the Travers Valley, it’s a place that makes you 
feel at peace with the world.

As the day cooled we moved inside and 

literature on crossing Gunsight Pass. 

discarded knee brace as an injury suffered 

but I silently cursed tough old farmers who 
don’t get injuries checked out. Admittedly 
I have little ground for complaint: my wife 
could testify to my inheritance of the same 
stubborn gene.

to the distinctive U-shaped pass sandwiched 
between Mts Cupola and Travers. Gunsight 
Pass sees far fewer visitors than the more 
southerly Travers Saddle, which made it an 
attractive target for our trip.

face of Mt Travers, pausing only to trade 

direction of travel.
Our progress was not as swift and soon 

we were brought to a standstill by a series of 
deep gouges where rock had sloughed off the 
side of the mountain.

broken land blocking our route to a meeting 
with the Travers-Sabine Track.

Our best option was to carefully descend 
the rock slide. Smashed tree trunks and loose 
rock gave way to a steep mountain stream 
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then gentle beech forest. We met the track
just above the bridge over the spectacular
chasm of the Sabine River East Branch.

Back on a marked track, we sped to the
Sabine Forks and turned for Blue Lake.

Heading south we encountered evidence of
the avalanches that in winter tear down from
the steep ranges above the valley.The massive
snow movements had left their mark right to
the river’s edge with the track re-routed in
places and we picked through areas of broken
bush and scattered rock.

sight of Blue Lake Hut, where a long row of
boots indicated plenty of company.

Before bunking down we visited Blue
Lake, which has some of the clearest water
in the world. From up close it didn’t appear

when we viewed it from above that its full
beauty was revealed – gleaming a brilliant blue
like a thin sapphire jutting out of the earth.

That evening we enjoyed the multi-national
company which included trampers from
England, Wales, Czech Republic, Israel and
America – but no other Kiwis.The hut book
suggested this is common, with most visitors
having made the journey from overseas –
many attracted byTe Araroa.

Planning to reach the Matakitaki Valley,
we left the hut early, climbed above Blue
Lake and past Lake Constance with Franklin

With the afternoon drifting away, we made
our way around the head of the valley and on
to a wide,sparsely grassed ledge which ran out
short of the pass. We noticed an apparently
easy line leading up to a small notch in the
ridge and with time against us decided to take
the direct approach rather than sidle beneath
bluffs for another scree climb to reach the
pass.

I surged up with a sense of trepidation.The
ridge was ragged rock and the far side could
bring anything from scree, slabs or sheer cliffs.

Peering over the crest, it was with relief I
saw a gully – rocky and steep, but passable.

We were in true mountain goat country
so encountering the chamois came as no

it was with depressing ease. In contrast,

eventually emerging at the Matakitaki River
East Branch.

the mountains as we still hoped to make East
Matakitaki Hut before nightfall. It was already
after 6pm.

Travel down-valley looked easy, but we
were soon battling waist high tussock mounds.
Reaching the bush edge provided little relief:
clear paths were rare and we were often
left thrashing through clinging branches and
undergrowth.

Eventually we found easy going in the

through bluffs at the lake’s head, we followed
the open river; a spectacular spot ringed by
peaks crowned with snow.

The mid-morning sun and loose scree
made the 500m climb to Waiau Pass a
challenge and it was a relief to reach the

Marlborough, Nelson and Canterbury,Waiau
Pass is an ideal place to contemplate trails
already walked and the journey to come.

could be seen nestled in the mountains to the
south-west.

our way through the snow and rock below
Waiau Pass before turning up-river and
climbing tussock slopes to the lake.

For many, Lake Thompson provides an
overnight camping spot. It’s easy to see the
appeal of lounging by the small lake below high
peaks, the long route from Waiau Pass playing
out directly in front.

before making for Thompson Pass where we
stared across the head of the D’Urville River
to D’Urville Pass.

onto an unlikely jumble of rock. Our faith was

of a ragged trail that picked its way through a
series of cliffs to emerge on open slabs.

DOWNLOAD 
the route  

 

of this trip at 

wildernessmag.co.nz
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riverbed, but light was fading and my GPS
showed we were still an hour from the hut.

We decided to avoid an uncertain walk

suitable campsite where we could build a
makeshift shelter.A fallen tree trunk provided
a solid wall and we improvised a roof using

remaining walls and dry grass made for
comfortable bedding.

It was a special night lying beside the

where uncountable stars mingled with sparks

We departed early to make up lost time
and were soon surprised to hear voices.

At a river crossing we met a group of 19
from Nelson College. The students were
doing the reverse of our trip and had camped

from us.
We shared route notes and wished them

well, then forged ahead, soon picking up easy
tracks beside the river.

We passed East Matakitaki Hut, looking
lonely but accommodating in a grassy clearing,
and continued to Bobs Hut. For most of
the morning we had been blessed with easy
walking on marked tracks, but past Bobs
Hut we entered thick swatches of bush and
a steep-sided gorge in the Matakitaki River
West Branch.

Emerging above the gorge, travel slowed

received was to not follow the river too
far up-valley, where impenetrable bluffs
awaited, but to climb to its true right. What 
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WILD FILE
Access Mt Robert car park at the end of Mt
Robert Rd,off SH63 near StArnaud
Grade

Waiau Pass andThreeTarn Pass
Time 6-9 days
Distance 98.3km
Total ascent 7594m
Accommodation Hopeless Hut,6 bunks;
Cupola Hut,8 bunks;Blue Lake Hut,16 bunks;
East Matakitaki Hut,6 bunks;Ada Pass Hut,14
bunks;Cannibal Gorge Hut,20 bunks
Map BR24,BS23,BS24,BT23,BT24

Waiau Pass

followed was a vertical grind where upward 
movement was sometimes possible only by 

ourselves metre by metre.
It took two hours to gain the top 

of a ridge of grass and gravel. Far 
below, the river wound its way 
serenely through a valley that, with a 
gentle gradient and apparently easy 
walking, would lead to Three Tarn 

James Walkway.
Hot, sweaty and tired after our 

long climb and two hard days, 
frustration boiled over and I 

prolonged climb and our 
ability to reach the St 
James before dark. 
A snack break and 
close scrutiny of the 
map calmed me down 
and we traversed a 

slopes and rock slabs 
to the tarns. 

Three Tarn Pass 
is not obvious from 

below. Aligning 
the three bod-
ies of water 
points to an 
unlikely looking 
gap between 
rock outcrops. 
The approach is 
steep and loose, 

but as we trudged 
wearily upward, the 

climb, for once, was 
easier than it looked 

A cool wind was blow-

o'clock shadows, the summer 
warmth was gone. But despite 

the cold and encroaching dark-
ness, I lingered to savour the 

view. To the south and far below, 
the St James Walkway snaked 

between lush green bush with Ada 
Pass Hut peeking out of the trees.
My gaze was drawn north, over the 

tarns and down the Matakitaki. I imagined 
the rocky ranges, steep passes and rugged 

valleys we had travelled.
Reluctantly, I turned my back on chamois 

country and started the descent, looking for-
ward to the comforts of home.
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CamelBak Forge
16oz $69.90

Double-walled,
vacuum-insulated
steel vessel keeps

drinks piping hot for up
to six hours. Features
a tough leak-proof im-
pact cap and is sized

The self-sealing cap
lets you drink one-

handed, then snaps
back into place to

prevent leaks or spills.
www.camelbak.com

Cactus socks will be toasty warm in winter, super
breathable in summer and, being made from
merino, shouldn't stink. New Zealand made.
Cactus level of tough. cactusoutd
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UCO A 120 $84.95
A comfortable, lightweight headlamp so easy

to wear you’ll forget you’re sporting a light
on your head. The A-120 is streamlined and
simple and features a soft neoprene strap for

-
able dial to control the 120-lumen beam and red

The North Face Diad Pro 22 $100During your summit push, when you'reonly carrying the essentials, bust out thisultralight, stowable 22-litre pack crafted ofhigh-tenacity ripstop nylon. Storage in thelid and large mesh exterior pockets and is
www.thenorthface.co.nz

Macpac Mini Lantern $59.99
The perfect addition to your

camping and tramping trips this

200 lumens and three brightness
settings, this is the ideal com-
pact lightweight option for your
trips away. www.macpac.co.nz

Guide
GIFT

CHRISTMAS

co Cellpod Tripod and
hone Clamp $39.99
n adjustable mount that

a variety of smartphones
t and shoot cameras, this
adjustable mount positions
en at the correct viewing

o take stable photos or to
deos. Remove the mount
e tripod for point and shoot
as. www.gearshop.co.nz 
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Macpac Flask from $29.99
Keep your drinks warm for
hours with Mapac's new
range of stainless mugs

of sizes and great colours
available. www.macpac.co.nz  

$95Sharkskin Junior Chest Vest
erKeep kids warm in the wate
e-this summer with this three

stwindchill protection and ves
desig

movem

Macpac Merino Tee $109.99Versatile, comfortable and great looking merinotees, as at home in the hills as they are around
gift can be worn as an outer layer or doubleas a base layer. www.macpac.co.nz

Wilderness Magazine $89.50
Give the gift that keeps on giving. A

12-issue subscription to Wilderness is

love the great outdoors. Each issuelove the great outdoors Each issue

Zealand’s best outdoor photography
and advice from the experts.

MapToaster Topo/NZ topo from $179

Topographical mapping and aerial

photos for your PC. All the rich detail of

the LINZ topo maps – seamless across

NZ. Includes Topo50 and Topo250

map series.  www.maptoaster.com

Sea to Summit Air Chair $79.90 (RReg)

This lightweight chair kit turns your

Sea to Summit sleeping pad intto a

comfortable recliner, letting you sstretch

out and relax after a long day onn the

trail. www.southernapproach.co.nz

Wilderness Magazine $89.50

UCO Tetra LED Lantern $99.99
Light up your campsite with the

tough, water-resistant Tetra USB
Charger-Lantern-Flashlight. Delivers

170 lumens, three lighting modes
and can charge your digital devices

through its USB charging port.
122g. www.gearshop.co.nz

C

mgned for freedom of arm
o.nzment. www.sharkskin.co

see more, do more, live more

CounWalk
eaks in GreatBarrier and Banks Peninsula

DREAMS O TRUE
The best day, best rapid and best time to go

REVIEWED

Traversing the landof the lost takahe

gEASY PEAKS FROMYOUR FRONT DOOR

www w lde nessmag co nzNZ $9 95 Aust $9 95 INCL GST

Three-season bootsfor summer excursions

Why some prefer to hike au naturel # Photo school: take magic mountain landscapes

# BEST OUTDOOR KNIVES AND MULTI-TOOLS # A grand view of Mt Ruapehu #

Trips to Wanaka, Hawke’s Bay, Nelson Lakes, Wairarapa and more

$3900 of MSR andTherm a Rest gear

WIN

  backcountry lakes and how to reach them 

T t l d

FINAL FRONTIER
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mmit X Set 31 $169.90A collapsible, two-person cook systemfeaturing an award-winning 2.8l X-Pot forcamp stove cooking, two X-Bowls (600ml)and two X-Mugs (480ml). Perfect for thetramping couple. Entire set collapses to45mm. www.southernapproach.co.nz

Black Diamond Ember Power
Light Flashlight $94.90

Hand-held lighting meets portable
power: the Ember Power Light
illuminates the trail ahead and

charges your hand-held electron-
ics when you get to camp.

www.southernapproach.co.nz

MapToaster Mobile/
NZ topo from $189

Detailed topo maps for the
Garmin 'X' series, Oregon,
62 and Dakota series GPS
units. Includes tracks, huts,

roads, rivers, landcover,
contours. Includes MapToaster

Topo/NZ desktop software.
www.maptoaster.com

Merrell Wmn Azura Breeze $199
Ready to breeze over rugged
terrain, this speed hiking shoe

responds to your every move with
intuitive control. A women’s-spe-

weather ready upper that ventiweather ready upper that venti-

www.merrell.co.nz

Hoka One One Challenger ATR $229.95The Challenger ATR is a lightweight, smooth-ridingtrail shoe perfect for everything from casual training tolong racing, no matter the terrain. Buy in December atselected retailers and receive $50 worth of GU EnergyGels. 486g (m); 422g (w). www.hokaoneone.co.nz

Merrell All Out Aero Sport $199

The All Out Aero Sport’s

ventilated mesh upper is made

for hot temperatures and fording

creeks, moulding to your feet

while keeping them cool and dry.

that connects and protects

over rough ground. 623g (m);

617g (w). www.merrell.co.nz

Guide
GIFT

CHRISTMAS

The North Face Base
Camp Citer $230

rban take on the popular Cinder
mbing pack, this 40-litre model

dated for your daily commute

ck panel, and a 15-inch laptop

g indestructible water-resistant
erial, this minimal pack stands
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Panasonic FZ300 $999
The FZ300 is the ultimate outdoors camera due
to its weather sealing and 24x zoom lens with
a constant F2.8 Leica lens. At 691g it makes

Suunto Traverse $649
Suunto Traverse is your ideal companion on treks in the wild. Plan
your route in Movescount.com with topographic maps and stay on
course with the GPS navigation. The powerful battery of Suunto
Traverse keeps you exploring hour after hour. www.suunto.com

Merrell Chameleon Shift $259

This hiking shoe merges stability

with athletic response for comfort

without bulk over long days on the

trail. Using fused construction to

eliminate materials, its hydrophobic

upper feels ultra-lightweight, while

a rugged outsole protects and

reacts to rough terrain. 907g. 

www.merrell.co.nz
rescueME EDF1 $279

and long-lasting solution to visual signalling in anemergency. Visible up to 11km away and with a

t Sieve $219Merrell All Out
ater to thisJust add wa
g shoe/sandalsummer hiking
pen design,hybrid. Its op
g upper hugswater-shedding
aggressive,the foot to an

rail platformresponsive tr

connect to terrain while
protecting underfoot.
565g (m): 482g (w).
www.merrell.co.nz

a light and powerful imaging device for all
outdoor enthusiasts. www.panasonic.com/nz

Cooking System $499.95
Jetboil Joule

mer camping trips with friends
Perfect for summ

le offers consistent heat output
or family, the Jou

and a 1-litre boil time of 2min
down to -12°C a -

ush-button igniter, inverted can
40sec. Reliable p -

Liquid Feed Regulator, 2.5-litre
ister design with

ated cooking vessel and see-
FluxRing insul

built-in strainer. www.jetboil.co.nz  
through lid with b

McMurdo FastFind 220 GPS PLB $599
Transmitting on the 406MHz frequency, FastFind

220 relays your precise GPS location, along
with your unique ID, to the global network of
search and rescue satellites. Within minutes

from activation, Search and Rescue is alerted
to your emergency, and will receive regular

position updates. 172g. www.brightideas co nzes. 172g. www.brightideas.co.nz
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WILD
RIVER

A trip down the Whanganui
River is cultural, historic,
relaxing and fun. Matthew 
Pike discovers every journey 
has a different story to tell

A J O U R N E Y
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he river now had a more sin-
ister edge.Gone was the clear

a swirling, coffee-coloured
-

ing twice as fast, and a good
metre higher, than the day before.

especially when a dead and very bloated

the water level to drop, but the impromptu
measuring stick placed at the water’s edge an
hour earlier indicated it was still rising.

We all agreed – leave now and stick
together. There’d be safety in numbers. So
eight boats and 14 nervous paddlers lined up
to face the music.

One of the great joys of any multiday trip
is battling whatever elements are thrown
your way. But compared to tramping – my
usual outdoor medium – travelling on water

can turn a placid stretch of water into a
murky, goat-strewn whirlpool. Conversely, it
can also make a feared rapid disappear alto-
gether.A headwind can make an easy saunter
a gruelling day of hard work.

Your whole environment can be trans-
formed by a change in the weather that on
land could be a minor inconvenience.There’s
a good reason why the ‘journey’ element of
this particular trip is emphasised to such an

history, the characters you meet along the

story to tell.
All this was far from my mind when

-
ing morning of our Whanganui Journey. Here
I was, staring at a whiteboard with what
looked like a snake meandering from top

brain that could possibly retain information
about avoiding a tree stump I’d encounter in
two days’ time.Clearly recognising the belea-

instructor – decided to simplify things.
“If you’re approaching a rapid and in any

doubt,” he said,“head to the right on day one,
and to the left on days two, three and four.”

Even my limited brain capacity could
remember that, I thought.

then?”
“On that rapid you aim for the right.”
Apparently we’d know it was the last rapid

because the sign saying ‘500m to Pipiriki’
precedes it. This meant, in all likelihood, if
you did fall in, you’d have an audience, many
armed with cameras.

“On a hot day, falling in is great fun,” Jono
added cheerily, as we all glanced outside to
the impending drizzle that was to dominate 
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of rapids to get us into the swing of things,
great rock formations either side of the
river, and a real sense of entering some-
where special.

The rain never entirely let up, but our
drenching was only a problem when we
stopped for a break and began to shiver. A

water enjoying the mysterious sight of mist
draped over faded hilltops.

For much of the day we were surrounded
by farmland and were aware of back roads
following the path of the river, but we rarely
saw or heard a vehicle.Towards the end of
the day, the forest became thicker and we
felt further removed from civilisation. Just
before reaching Whakahoro, our home for

proper gorge, with picture postcard views.
For us, reaching Whakahoro meant a long

trudge from where we left the canoe to the
bunkroom (350m is a long way when you’re
lugging barrels of gear and food). But to river
guide Jamie Anderson, this area is historically

river for 33 years and would have led Lau-
ren and I had he not been recovering from a
shoulder operation.

Instead, he took me through some of the
-

ing how Makakote Pa, close to Whakahoro,
was, in the early 1800s, the scene of a great
siege between the down-river and the upriver
Maori. It continued for so long that the
upriver Maori (the tribe under siege led by
To neTe Mamaku) were running out of food.
In desperation, they presented their children

to the aggressors,who then took pity and left.
Earlier in the day, we’d enjoyed paddling to

a small waterfall in the Ohura River, then past
-

ing prominent. “Back in the 1860s, the last

placed in memory of these battles.”
You can’t overestimate the river’s impor-

tance to the Maori of this region. Repeatedly,
we would see the message ‘I am the river, the
river is me’. One legend has it that the water

-
ated by Mt Taranaki, who tore a path west

over the beautiful Mt Pihanga.
Whakahoro bunkhouse was warm and dry

The setting was beautiful with mist still roll-
ing through the hilltops the following morning.

We joined two German kayakers, Maurice
and Franzi, who were paddling in separate
boats. Franzi had already fallen in – a great
relief to us, as we’d been told one in three
boats tip on the river, meaning statistically we
were now safe.

Despite no great rainfall overnight, the
river had risen almost a metre and we knew

the faster water drifting us down-valley at a
healthy rate.The rain had cleared, so we were
no longer shivering uncontrollably on our
occasional brew-stops.

Our big fear for the day – as warned by

WILD
RIVER

The Whanganui is normally paddled in 
three days from a miniscule settlement 
called Whakahoro. But there’s also a four-day 
option starting from Ohinepane campsite 

My girlfriend Lauren and I had decided to 
take the four-day option on advice of Jono – 
an instructor from Taumarunui Canoe Hire. 

kayaking only) meant I was to sit in the back 
of the Canadian canoe and was technically 
‘in charge’ – not a situation Lauren would 
normally accept, but one she was prepared 
to put up with so long as I guided us safely 

learnt being in charge actually meant I’d cop 

on.
Once making sure we looked comfortable 

in the water, Jono waved us off and promised 

Under his careful gaze from the riverbank, 

headed right (as advised), bounced a lot, got 
splashed, and then cheered as we sauntered 

-
ture responsible for more boat tipping than 
the rapid itself. 

Eddies appear to defy physics by head-
ing upstream. Often situated either side of 
the rapid, if you veer off course during your 

time to gasp.

and the journey had started. Beginning at
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Anderson, Jono and our map – was mak-
ing sure we avoided the tree stump to the
right of the rapid immediately after Man-
gapapa campsite. “It’s like the tree stump’s
magnetic,” Anderson had warned. “People
tend to make a decision at the last minute,
but the stump draws you towards it. I’ve
seen kayaks wrapped around that and you
normally need a jet boat to get them off.
There’s plenty of room on the left if you
make the decision fairly early.”

As soon as we saw Mangapapa campsite

bank. The outcome was a laughable anti-
-

bing harmlessly past the stump, wondering
‘is that it?’

The rest of the day was straightforward,
as we headed deep into the forest. Sev-
eral short, sharp rapids kept our buttocks
clenched. One included Tarepokiore, also
known as the whirlpool rapid. Dredging
has tamed this rapid, but in years past it
was notorious. Rapids normally disappear

increased in size to the point where steam-
boats were sometimes turned right around.
“It must have given the passengers a fright,”
laughed Anderson.

These steamboats used to carry tourists
from Wanganui to Taumarunui before they
continued their journey to Central Plateau,

LakeTaupo and Rotorua.Prior to the com-
pletion of the railway, the river was one
of the tourist attractions. In 1906, 12,000
tourists travelled the river – compared to
7000 canoeists each year these days. The
numbers dropped to the point where the
river was almost forgotten about in the
1950s and 60s. “A friend of mine kayaked
down in the 60s and had to hack his way
to the Bridge to Nowhere,” saidAnderson.

Since then, numbers have started to
climb, but this increase has only ever
been gradual.And unlike other New Zea-
land Great Walks, the Whanganui Journey
seems more popular with locals than tour-
ists. Over the Christmas holidays, the huts
and campsites are packed, whereas in Feb-
ruary and March there’s normally space
which, combined with long days and warm

year to go.
As we approached John Coull Hut we

could see slip after slip on both sides of
the river.These are scars from the colossal

water level rose 9m and there’s an obvious
line showing where the water swept away
the vegetation.The storms turned dry for-
est bed into waterfalls and damaged many
of the campsites and huts.

John Coull is a case in point. A slip
between hut and campsite has swept away

the trees to create an ugly
tangle of branches and mud. It
consumed the path and it’s a
miracle the hut was unharmed
– the only casualty being the
toilets, which had just been
replaced prior to our arrival.

At the hut,our group of four
became 14 as we were joined
by those who began their trip
at Whakahoro. I spent the

value of a good leave shot in
cricket to a group of bemused
Europeans. I must have been
particularly boring because
everyone was in bed by 9pm.
No sooner had our heads hit
the pillows than a downpour
began which continued relent-
lessly until 6am the following
morning when, as if someone
turned the tap off, it stopped
and we didn’t see another
drop for the rest of the trip.

light the river would be a dif-
ferent animal to the day before.
There were a few nerves, as

one, were pushed out by the
hut rangers into the debris-
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Jamie’s favourites
Jamie Anderson, guide for Unique Whanganui
River Experience, shares his pick of the great
river.

The best rapid Autapu (the final rapid); it’s
challenging, with several big pressure waves
which will either fill the canoe or tip it over!
Great fun, especially on a hot sunny day

The best camping spot Mangawaiiti; a
good climb but the camper is rewarded with
a beautiful flat area, plenty of shade, or sun.

The most beautiful hour on the river
The early morning with the river mist can
be stunningly beautiful. Often quite cool, at
5.30am you can enjoy a beautiful dawn chorus

The best paddling side trip Mangaio Stream
can be negotiated for around 400m. It’s very
narrow with bush reaching across from each
side, far above the paddler

The best time to go Mid-February; school is
back, the river has quietened down a bit and
the weather is usually stable and hot

WILD
RIVER

infested torrent.
We cruised downstream at a close to alarm-

ing rate. It was great fun and a good workout, 
as what would have been rapids the day before 
had now become a series of whirlpools. Stay-
ing on course was a struggle, particularly on 
one corner where those in front of us were 
heading in all sorts of directions and mostly 
facing the wrong way. After a few moments of 
wondering what on earth they were doing, we 
found ourselves caught in the swirling mess 

left, before being spat into an eddy and mov-
ing upstream. As a group, from above, we must 
have looked like drunks, veering back and forth 
with no sense of control or direction. With a 
good deal of hard paddling and a little luck we 
forced our way through and continued south. 

sign to the Bridge to Nowhere. But, as we

could only watch helplessly as we drifted away,
-

perate scramble to get their canoes to shore.
Missing out on walking the 45 minute trail 

to the bridge meant missing out on a fasci-
nating part of the river’s history, where First 
World War servicemen and their families tried 
to farm this inhospitable area. “Imagine creat-
ing a farm from a jungle,” said Anderson. He 
described how they would have needed to 
clear the bush, burn it away in summer, seed 

graze there. “It was hard work but they prob-
ably thought it was marvellous,” he added. 
“At least no-one was shooting at you, as they 
would have been in the war.”

The disappointment of missing out on this 
trip was countered by the glorious ease of 
the remainder of the day – hardly a whirlpool 
in sight – and by arriving at Tieke Kainga Hut, 
campsite and marae early in the afternoon in 
perfect sunshine. The marae itself is situated 

whenua, telling the story of the iwi, who greet 
paddlers to this day.

The site was presumed to be owned by the 
crown until the early 1990s when local Maori 
proved they had land rights at Tieke Kainga. 
This has led to dual-management of the hut 
and often a powhiri to welcome guests. This 
wasn’t the case for us, but our host Leianna 
and her two daughters greeted us warmly.

Of no small concern to us was that the 
All Blacks were due to play their World Cup 

-
lowing morning. We’d been previously advised 
to try and make contact with Joe, who runs 
the Bridge to Nowhere accommodation over 
the river. So the evening prior to the game we 
called across. After rescuing some kayakers 
who had fallen out of their boats upstream, he 
came over to see us and, for a small fee, agreed 
to pick us up at 3.50am.

It was a successful morning with the All 
Blacks downing South Africa (20-18, in case 
you’d forgotten) followed by a breakfast 
of homemade potato bread with jam and 
whipped cream prepared by Leianna. 

most beautiful of the whole trip, with the 
deepest, narrowest and most serene gorges. 
I’ve heard when the water’s low, and you’re 
against the wind, this section can be a struggle, 
as there isn’t much current to help you along. 

-
poro. Here, a long S-bend rapid drags you out 

to tackle rapids when the water’s high is to 
just head straight down the middle. But one 
pair we were canoeing with chose to head left, 
where the current changed direction when 
ricocheting off the wall. It swept the front of 
their boat away and they took a swim.

In 1940, this rapid was the scene of a far 
more serious calamity. An overloaded river-
boat carrying 214 cattle downriver began to 
tip. The cattle moved to one side of the boat 
causing it to capsize, killing three people and 
many more animals.

For our paddling companions, the only casu-
alty was a Go-Pro. Once they’d emptied the 
water from their vessel they were back on the 

before Pipiriki.
As the water was still high, they provided 

little trouble. Even the rapid ominously known 
as the ‘50-50’ was relatively benign. Autapu – 

the Pipiriki boat ramp, where our early arrival 
meant we waited a short while for the prom-

Most slept on the journey back to Tau-
marunui, missing an outstanding view of the 
Central Plateau, the summits caked in snow. 
For every one of us, the trip had given us 

fear, a sense of achievement, and a far greater 
appreciation for how the mood of a big river 
can change day-to-day. It had, in more ways 
than one, been a journey we’ll rave about for 
years to come.
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and great times? 

Relaxed journey, time to explore the bush,  
see what is beyond the river
Gourmet Glamping experience
One of the most experienced guides on the river
Taking bookings now for the 9th of February Tour
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Book your Unique Whanganui River Experience 

CALL JAMIE on 027 245 2567 any time  
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Often the highlight of a great trip in the hills, backcountry
lakes provide idyllic camping spots, bracing dips and scenery 
second to none. We take you to 15 of the very best.

WILD 
LAKES

NZ’S BEST

LAKES
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Hidden Lake is an 
alpine gem in Oteake 

ST BATHANS HIDEAWAY
Hidden Lake, Oteake  
Conservation Park 
Although Oteake Conservation Park is 
characterised by very high, bleak slopes and 
large and dry alpine basins, there are some 
remarkable features here, including numer-
ous alpine lakes. The largest of these is 
also the most accessible; Hidden Lake (not 
named on maps) at 1553m on the northern 
end of the St Bathans Range. This deep, dark 
lake is ringed with bluffs on its northern 
edge and littered with large striking boul-
ders. Campsites are few and far between, 
but the setting is beautiful and offers great 
photography. 

The St Bathans Range is easily climbed 
and can be traversed southwards for many 
kilometres.

- Pat Barrett
ACCESS Broken Hut Road, south of 
Omarama to DOC boundary 
GRADE Moderate 
TIME 5hr
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PRIZED DESTINATION

Remote, challenging to reach, and in an

prized place to visit.
Situated at the head of Cleft Creek, this

body of water is cradled by the steep peaks
of Te Wera, Karetai and Patuki; the névé that
clings to their slopes is one of the lake’s
sources. Lake Turner’s outlet provides no
gentle escape for the water that courses
from it, for it soon passes over a 265m fall to
the isolated valley below.

It is said sometimes of travel that the
‘journey is the destination’ and this will be
the case for any visit to this lake. It’s a loca-
tion visited on the classic Central Darrans
Traverse route between Tutoko Valley and
Moraine Creek, and it can also be utilised as
a climbing base for the surrounding peaks.
The nearest helicopter landing site is at

gariro Northern Circuit, the track provides
a viewpoint of Lower Tama before climb-
ing 200m to a spectacular overlook that
provides views of both Upper and Lower
lakes, and panoramic views of Ruapehu and
Ngauruhoe.

the trail itself and a detour to reach their
shores is a worthwhile and peaceful escape if
the track itself is busy.

The lakes are a popular day walk from

Whakapapa Village, but are also part of the
Tongariro Northern Circuit. It’s also possi-
ble to camp above the lakes – though ensure
you’re 500m from any tracks.Outside of win-
ter you’ll need to carry water.

- MarkWatson

ACCESS Whakapapa Village, Tongariro 
National Park
GRADE Easy
TIME 5-6hr return

Turners Bivouac, several hours’ travel away.
Reached by any route, basic glacier travel
and rock climbing skill and a head for heights

outlet provides a beautiful camping spot and

I visited this dramatic spot during a climb-
ing trip, based out of a rock bivouac higher
above the lake on the north-west face of

then traversed Tarewai to reach the lake, an

one belayed pitch.
- MW

ACCESS Milford Road, Cleddau Valley; 
or Turners Bivouac
GRADE
TIME 3-5 days
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COOL OFF
Hellfire Tarn, Leatham Conserva-
tion Area

named on any topographic map, but without
doubt, it’s one of the best swimming tarns

Stream, a minor tributary of the Wairau
River, in Marlborough’s Leatham Conserva-

unnamed peaks, all around 1900m. Reach-

-
tion ability.

In recent years, members of Nelson
Tramping Club have maintained an infor-
mal track up the lower reaches of Hell-

the substantial Wairau River – which may
be impossible when in anything but low

the marked track on the true right. It stays
mostly on this side, but a huge windfall has
partially wiped out a section of track for

some scrambling, bush-bashing, sweat and
probably swearing.

The track then negotiates a way through
the gorge. Above, the valley opens out
and the gradient eases, with the tramping
becoming easier.The track fords the stream
often, sometimes passing through delight-

-
selves, one last climb through beech forest
leads to the valley head.

This is grand country, with rocky peaks,
large scree slides and dense tussock grass-
lands. As yet, the tarn remains out of sight, 

CRATERED LAKES
Tama lakes, Tongariro National Park
In the stark desert-like environment of
Tongariro National Park, bodies of water
are always a welcome interruption to the
stretches of scoria and rock. Like most lakes

-
ated on a broad and gentle saddle stretching
between Mt Ngauruhoe to the north and Mt
Ruapehu to the south.

Accessed via a short detour from the Ton-

Upper Tama and Mt 
Ngauruhoe
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Lake Turner, Fiordland National Park
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Lake Waikareiti 

LAKESIDE HUT
Lake Waikareiti, Te Urewera
Lake Waikareiti is a more intimate body
of water than its larger neighbour, Wai-

destination either as a half-day trip to its
southern shore, or as an overnight tramp to
Sandy Bay Hut.The intricate shoreline, sur-
rounded by forest, has many bays. The lake
also boasts several small islands, the largest
of which, Rahui, sports its own tiny lake. 

WORLD’S PUREST LAKE
Blue Lake, Nelson Lakes National Park
A sacred and special site, Blue Lake is
known to Ngati Apa iwi as Rotomaire-
whenua (the land of peaceful waters).
Small of stature but big in importance, this
lake is internationally recognised as having
the clearest water of any measured lake in
the world. For those who have made the
world-class tramping trip from St Arnaud,
arrival will come as a reward after at least
two days of walking. It’s worth building an

The comfortable Blue Lake Hut is
conveniently sited just a short distance

-

lent camping among the tussock near the
lake’s edge. A further walk up-valley of
45-60min leads to Lake Constance – Blue
Lake’s source. This much larger lake was
formed when a massive landslide dammed
the Sabine River and it’s through this
material that Blue Lake’s water is filtered,
creating a sparkling gem surrounded by
steep craggy peaks and patches of moun-
tain beech.

- MW
ACCESS from Lakes Rotoroa or
Rotoiti via the Travers Sabine Circuit 
GRADE Moderate 
TIME 4-6 days

and to avoid bluffs it’s best to approach via
a series of terraces on the true right. Once
there, you’re in paradise. During summer,
warmed by the long days, the tarn takes on
the temperature of a refreshingly tepid bath,
and the swimming is divine.There are ample
places to pitch the tent, peaks to scramble
up, and tussock to laze among.

A longer round trip can be made by
climbing over a pass into the Misery (where
there are more sizable tarns) and beyond
into the Branch and Lees valleys.A smatter-
ing of good huts and tracks makes this an

to those of nearby Nelson Lakes National
Park.

- SB
ACCESS Rainbow Road, Marlborough.
Rainbow Station charges an access fee of 
$20 per vehicle
GRADE Moderate
TIME 2-3 days return, 5 days for a round 
trip through neighbouring valleys.

From near the Aniwaniwa Visitor Cen-
tre, a well-graded path climbs steadily to
reach the shelter overlooking the southern
lakeshore. Beyond, the track sidles through
forest to the west, swinging north-east to

Bay Hut must be booked in advance.
For a worthwhile alternative return

route, take the Ruapani Track, which trav-
-

eral sizable wetlands and small lakes.
- Shaun Barnett

ACCESS Aniwaniwa Visitor Centre
GRADE Easy
TIME 4hr to Sandy Bay Hut; 6-8hr return
via Ruapani Track
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Adelaide Tarn with the 
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HIGH REWARDS

Adelaide Tarn, Kahurangi 
National Park
 
Kahurangi translates to ‘blue 
skies’, and you will certainly need 
a fair weather window if you 
have any hope of attaining this 
spectacular setting. 

The Douglas Range borders 
the vast Tasman Wilderness Area, 

Aorere River. Adelaide Tarn is 
suspended in lofty seclusion and 
immortalised in tramping jour-
nals as a type of holy grail.

The easiest way there – 
avoiding the Dragons Teeth, 

demanding ‘low route’ – is along 
the eroded spine of the Douglas 
Range from Boulder Lake, taking 
most parties two days, and even 

Adelaide Tarn, cradled into 
an alpine amphitheatre, is sur-
rounded by a series of gnarly 
peaks with names like Trident 
and Needle. Stumble down a 
tussock spur; trot along the lake-

not much more than a utilitarian 

bunks and a small cooking bench. 
The sole window looks north to 

in summer the tiny hut could get 
crowded.

Speargrass and celmisia com-
plement a gorgeous spread of 

– one of the most memorable 
spots in the mountains.

- Raymond Salisbury

ACCESS James Road Right 
Branch, near Bainham, pro-
vides access to the track to 
Boulder Lake 
GRADE 
TIME Two full days to the lake

outdoorestore.co.nz

Full range of
Petzl headlamps

Climbing hardware and
equipment specialists

Great service guaranteed

Free postage on all orders

Ships within 24 hours

Sign up for exclusive offers

Your local
ONLINE

Outdoor eStore featured product
Petzl Tikkina $39.95
80 lumens, 35m range, 85g,
3xAAA batteries included.
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LONELY LAKE
Lake Colenso, Ruahine Forest Park
The tops of the Ruahine Ranges boast
plenty of small tarns, but this lake is the
only sizable body of water in the park. Set
beneath limestone bluffs, it’s surrounded
by a podocarp forest. Known by Maori as
Kokopunui, the lake was once a productive

The most direct of several routes to the
lake begins from the west, via a poled track
across the edge of Mokai Station to Iron

Several routes lead to the tarn, none 

Most trampers approach from the south, 

Southern Crossing Track, then heading 
north across the main range route. This 

terrain around the Tararua Peaks, and the 

Bark Hut. Once across the Maropea River, 
take the track that climbs over a bush ridge 
above the Mangatera River. Lake Colenso is 
nestled in a curious hollow on the nearby 
plateau. Colenso Hut (10-bunks) lies about 
10 minutes beyond the lake.

- SB
ACCESS Mokai Road, Rangitikei  
GRADE Moderate 
TIME 3-4 days return
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ROOM WITH A VIEW

Maungahuka is arguably the North Island’s 
most outstanding location for a mountain 
tarn. It’s situated in a shallow basin near 
the peak of Maungahuka, with the 10-bunk 
Maungahuka Hut right beside it. It’s a place 
of sublime beauty, with views as far as Mt 
Taranaki, and surrounded by the great 

Maungahuka 
Hut and tarn
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infamous ladder, which can be hair-raising in 
bad weather. Another approach from Otaki 
Forks uses the track linking Waitewaewae 
and Anderson Memorial huts, which contin-
ues over Aokaparangi and Simpson to reach 
Maungahuka from the north. Trampers often 
combine these two routes to make a reward-
ing 4-5 day round trip. 

A third alternative approaches from the 
east, beginning with a tramp into Totara Flats, 
Cone Ridge and Neil Forks Hut, followed by 
a climb up Meat Safe Spur over Concertina 

-
lent views of the Tararua Peaks. 

No matter which way you reach Maunga-
huka, you’ll have earned the reward of over-

- SB
ACCESS Otaki Gorge Road, Otaki Forks 
GRADE Medium-hard, exposed tops
TIME Allow 3-4 days for a return trip

Maungahuka Tarn, Tararua Forest Park
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Dropping off St Arnaud Range to Paratitahi Tarns

SCRAMBLE AND RAMBLE
Paratitahi Tarns, Nelson Lakes
National Park
These large attractive tarns lie in a glacial
basin at the head of the Arnst River at an
altitude of 1650m.They are both remote and

good weather to reach, and therefore a rea-
sonable challenge for a weekend camp-out.

The best approach is along the St Arnaud
Range, as this adds a measure of additional

some new country en-route. The terrain is

ground. At other times of the year it is an
easy scramble with any obstacles being read-
ily passed by dropping into the many basins

South of Mt McCrae, 1878m, a small pass
leads to a steep,narrow scree slope dropping
into the head of the tarn basin which is very
large and has numerous tarns and campsites,
which can be chosen depending on your
preference and the weather.

and chilly swim.
There are other basins to visit to the south,

MOUNTAIN VIEWS

Lake Dive occupies a depression behind
two unusual volcanic mounds known as
The Beehives.The nearby 16-bunk hut

towards Mt Taranaki’s southern slopes.
Two tracks – upper and lower – lead to
Lake Dive, providing an opportunity for
a weekend round-trip.The upper track
climbs towards Fanthams Peak, before
diverting across moderate tussock slopes 
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below Peanter Peak, 1880m, and to the east
and south along the St Arnaud Range, for
those with good scrambling skills. Or just lay
back and take in this special location with a
brew and a good book.

The best route out is to climb to the ridge
west of the tarns at Pt1849m, and descend

carefully into the large scree chute which
drops to the TraversValley.

- PB
ACCESS From Lake Rotoiti, take St
Arnaud Range Track, then head south 
GRADE Moderate
TIME Two days

and down a forest track to Lake Dive.The
lower track sidles through goblin forest to
reach the hut.

- SB

ACCESS Dawson Falls Visitor Centre
GRADE Easy-moderate. Upper track can
be exposed and snow-covered
TIME Upper track, 5-6hr; Lower track, 
3-4hr

ALPINE MAGIC
Lake Nerine, Mt Aspiring National Park
Situated at the northern end of the Humboldt Mountains, between
the Rockburn and Hidden Falls Creek, Lake Nerine is high in the
alpine zone.

At almost 1500m, it is surrounded by steep and rugged bare rock

This is a magical place to spend a day or two, scrambling over the
surrounding rocky peaks, climbing Nereus Peak or photographing
the mountain buttercups that decorate the shoreline.

- Nick Groves
ACCESS From Routeburn Shelter car park either head up the 
Routeburn to the North Branch or go via Sugarloaf Pass 
GRADE
TIMETwo days to lake
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Mt Taranaki and Fanthams 

Lake Dive, Egmont National Park, Taranaki
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vegetable sheep. You might also spot goats

be harassed by pesky weka.
To reach this secret spot, climb the old

hydro road from Cobb Dam to Sylvester Hut
and traverse the hill to the north of Lake Syl-
vester. Look for a steep descent route down
an open face into the outlet stream from
Iron Lake and follow a marked bush track

the grassy slopes beneath Lake Lillie, follow
cairns westward along the bush edge. Locate
the rough trail through forest directly down
to Diamond Lake.

A well-marked track begins beyond the
outlet stream of Diamond Lake and leads to
Lake Lockett.

- RS
ACCESS Park at Cobb Dam on Cobb 
Dam Road
GRADE Moderate 
TIME 4-5hr

Ray Salisbury

In late 1858, James Mackay set out from
Takaka, then bush-bashed along the Lockett
Range, which he named after his compan-
ion, Captain Lockett.The pair camped by
this remote alpine lake for several nights
in their epic search for a road link south.
The 28-year-old surveyor named most of
the seven Diamond Lakes, and made two
ascents of Iron Hill.

Trampers with reasonable navigational
capabilities can reach Mackay’s idyllic camp-

There’s a perfect site for a couple of small
tents just a stone’s throw from the lake out-

toilet spade have been left behind by regular
patrons. The lake itself is deep enough for
swimming and provides pure drinking water.

This wild location is locked into an alpine

where Iron Hill towers over the valley.Climb
this 1695m monolith as an alternative route
back to Lake Sylvester, or scramble up scree
onto Mt Lockett, 1621m. Watch out for tiny 

WIDE OPEN SPACES
Lake Minchin, Arthur’s Pass
National Park

Once a popular campsite,Lake Minchin has
become a more remote destination due to
the recent demise of Casey Hut, which was
discovered in smouldering ruins last Octo-
ber.The Hallelujah Bivouac is also gone, and

to access. Nevertheless, the three-day return
trip to Lake Minchin is perfect for those who
love solitude and big open spaces.

Beginning from Andrews Shelter, a high

Andrews Stream, and over the relatively low
Casey Saddle (777m). Following the true
right of Casey Stream to the former hut
site puts you on the Poulter River – a wide,

supreme.
It’s straightforward travel along a retired

vehicle track to the old NZFS eight-bunk
Trust/Poulter Hut. Around a big bend in the
river is Poulter Hut, occupying prime real
estate. Built in 2003, this comfortable abode
sports 10 bunks and is a great rainy weather
hideaway. From here, it’s just a hop-skip-and-
jump to Lake Minchin.

For the adventurous, a tough, grunty
ground trail leads to the upper valley head-

-
vides dubious shelter for the intrepid souls
who cross over into the Taramakau water-
shed.

- RS
ACCESS From Andrews Shelter  
on Mt White Road 
GRADE Easy
TIME 10-11hr
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THE TINY, THE LARGE AND THE PESKY
Lake Lockett, Kahurangi National Park
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BUTTERCUPS AND TUSSOCK
McNulty’s Tarns, Aoraki/Mt Cook
National Park
A hike to the Red Tarns above Mt Cook vil-

to the park.
The majority turn around after taking a few

tarns, nestled in tussock basins on a broad
shelf directly below Mt Sebastopol. A trail
weaves up through subalpine scrub to an
obvious rock pinnacle, which provides a per-
fect resting perch while gazing across to the
tumbling ice falls of Mt Sefton on the Main
Divide.

Skirt around the ridge and angle gently
down to reach the tarns, which in springtime

growing among the lush tussock. Although
unmarked on maps, they are locally known
as McNulty’s Tarns, after mountain guide
Dave McNulty, now sadly long gone, who

view of the surrounding snowy peaks rising
above the Hooker Valley, culminating in the
classic pyramid of the South Face of Aoraki
itself, and even take a dip, as they do warm
up on summer days.

-
enced, Mt Sebastopol can be climbed from
here in a further hour or so, following a
stony ground trail that zigzags through the
tussock and rock to the 1580m summit.

- NG
ACCESS Red Tarns Track,  
Mt Cook Village
GRADE Easy
TIME 3-4hr return

NI
CK
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RO
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S
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 EXPLORATION

On a traverse of the Murchison Mountains, Carl Walrond discovers the story 
of a 1955 Canterbury Museum expedition in search of takahe and uranium





K
arl and I motored up South
Fiord, passing Forward Peak.

-
tor, pointed out some bailout
options: the valleys of the
Gorge and Tutu burns which

would take us down to the lakeshore. Our
plan was to traverse the unnamed main
range of the Murchison Mountains. from
Mt Irene we would head south to Robin
Saddle, on to Te Au Saddle, Macpherson

joining the Kepler Track at Hanging Valley
Shelter.We’d then walk down to Brod Bay
where Steve would be waiting.

Steve told us few people tried the tra-
verse we intended. To pass through the
western Murchison Mountains, a ‘special
takahe area’, we had obtained an entry
permit from DOC and the last group who
had tried – some Americans – had real dif-

-

At the drop-off at the mouth of Esk
Burn, he pointed us in the right direction
up McKenzie Burn. Unfortunately, my eye
picked up an orange marker further to the
right and this well-cut track took us up a
sidestream before we realised our error
and backtracked to the main river. It was
an elementary mistake from a couple of
chumps who had been too long in the city.

We soon came to McKenzie Burn Hut,

its NZFS hut book dating back to the
1970s. We continued upriver, the track
rather indistinct before it crossed the
McKenzie Burn where some old footings
provided the only evidence of a former
swingbridge. Surprisingly, we met a party of
four who were retracing a 1955 Canter-

and his sons from Wellington, and Cathy
Lewsley from Te Anau. Ross, the son of bot-
anist William Philipson, had only learnt that
a creek was named for his father after his
death. Ross’s sons asked if they could visit
the creek.A chopper had dropped them off
at the head of the burn that carried their

name and they had tried for Robin Saddle
Hut, but the bluffs and poor visibility had
seen them detour to Te Au Hut.

Shortly after our encounter, we took

for the upper Mckenzie. The steep climb
told us we were wrong. Double chumps.
The many tracks (they also serve as trap
lines) in these mountains fooled us. In

well-marked track – if that. From then on,
we had compasses around our necks and
repeatedly checked the topo map. Taking
detours had the advantage that we were
late passing a tarn and heard kiwi calling.

in.The hut had an interesting collection of

from the cover of the novel Goddess of Love
read ‘gay, beautiful beyond belief, she cut
the card that spelt death’. A black weka
was poking around.

We headed into the rain and at the

his shoulder. He lay on it face down and it
soon popped back in, fortunately no worse
for wear but he was stepping a little more
circumspectly. We passed lakes and mossy
bogs. Wisely Falls drained the lake of the
same name to our right.We had by this time
learned not to get side tracked.After cross-
ing the river, the track climbed steadily. The 
tops churned in cloud and rain.

 EXPLORATION

A gully full of windfall
preceded Esk Saddle, where

some coffee on, swapped
wet jackets for dry, and ate.

weather began to break.We
climbed through copses of
scrub and tussock, a brief

care. Moirs Guide reckoned
2.5 hours from Esk Saddle
south along the range to
Robin Saddle Hut. That
seemed optimistic in this
country where distances are
not the main determinant
of travel times. I later read

the Canterbury Museum

New Zealand Geographer in
1955: ‘The traveller is con-
stantly skirting bogs, banks
and bluffs and climbing up
and down irregularities of
terrain, with many detours
made for tangles of trees 

“How many had
sat on this rock
drinking single 
malt accom-
panied by FIRE-
INTRIGUED KEA
WHILE THE MOON 
SET OVER THE
MUSEUM RANGE?”
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and bushes within the forest itself. Put sim-
ply it takes longer to traverse country in
Fiordland.’

As clouds lifted, we searched for a way
through the bluffs that created an amphi-
theatre around the lake below Robin
Saddle. We clung onto tussock, descended
a gut and then skirted a bench and a few
small bluffs among scrub before arriving

1962.The last entry in the hut book was by
a solo tramper who had spent 10 days here
in January 2014 – two days of her choos-
ing and the balance hunkered down in a
nor’west storm.

Entries went back to 1985 with refer-
ences to ‘tark nests’ and the ‘Irene benches’.
The latter were readily visible clearings
off to the south-west where the Canter-

and grassy area in the locality’. It proved
to be wet and springy. In choosing a site

bagged a sphagnum moss bog.

send out small groups in search of takahe,
surveying, sampling and collecting. One
group of four made it to Nancy Sound and
did the only surveying of the entire trip.
Even by Fiordland standards, they were

weeks.
The two geologists, Collins and Coombs,

who lectured me some 40 years later at
Otago, had Geiger counters and collected
specimens. R.H. Wheeler, who wrote an
account of the trip, noted ‘small increases
in the count, indicating some possibility of
radioactive ores in the area’. No depos-
its were found and Wheeler later wrote:

worthwhile economic proposition is prob-
lematical, so inaccessible is the country.’
And at a locale referred to as Garnet Tarn,
not seen on any map today but probably
one of the tarns around Te Au Saddle, they
found garnets – gemstones – in abundance
‘as large as walnuts’. Other features named
such as Coronation Peak survived, but dis-
appointingly others like Lake Shangri-La
(the tarn immediately to the peak’s west)
did not.

At the Garnet Tarn camp, seven water-
falls were counted but an hour later there
were 25,‘their roar continued for a day and
a night, their accompaniment the drum-
ming of the tent and the curses of the sod-

on the saturated ground which was cov-
ered by running water ankle-deep.’

Flat peaty terrain was soft to lie on
but ‘it proved uncomfortably cold when
a very heavy shower gave rise to a four-

camps were on this sort of ground. Most
men had air mattresses sleeping above the

tent became submerged, or drifted away’.

In another downpour at base camp, which

30cm of rain overnight. At this time ‘the

-
ing the forefront of knowledge.And Fiord-
land was very much a frontier then with

-
ten over the few blank spaces left on maps.

although no birds were observed, drop-
pings were and the party concluded that
any country westward was probably too
rugged for the birds. Ernest Adams, the

of the trip. Upon return to Wellington, I
viewed some of his footage of amphibious
aircraft landing on Lake Te Au and chaps

shirts poking about alpine tarns.
In the Robin Saddle Hut book, there was

an entry from Michael Abbott, who in 1989
took 130 days to traverse the Southern
Alps south to north (Mick now contrib-
utes to the Out There column in Wilder-
ness). Another was helicopter pilot Dick

years earlier. ‘I spent many a stormy night
in this hut 1965-66-67,’ he wrote in the hut
book. ‘Average day shooting was 6-12 deer.
Takahe on terrace to the south of here
then (under saddle to the Camelot)’.

The following day we decided to climb
Mt Irene. Notes in the hut book suggested 
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it was do-able: stay around 1250m above
the bluffs and then follow the western ridge.
But Irene resembled a rotten layer cake.At
a point where we would have to drop to
a basin before climbing, we decided against
it – sure we could do it but it seemed like
a four-hour jaunt just to return to where
we stood. Instead, we skirted around to the
eastern side where a remnant glacier was
fast disappearing. Karl climbed a knob from
where he could see Mt Aspiring while I lan-
guished in the sun before packing snow into
a bottle which I wrapped in a down jacket.
Back at the hut we had single malt slushies.

Afterwards, we had a swim, or rather
an immersion, in a pool fed by the stream
which drains the lake immediately outside
the hut, and then languished on the sun-
warmed rock. We got the rusted slasher
into good humour on some dead standing

company. Two kea were curious about the

Our evening, which had been shaping up
so well, had a thorn in its side. Our moun-
tain radio wasn’t transmitting. We agreed
that the best option was to head for Junc-

seeing a boatie. Our bail out option had
been a boat pick-up somewhere on the
shores of South Fiord. But that was tomor-
row’s problem. For now, we soaked it up. My

this rock drinking single malt accompanied

over the Museum Range?
In the morning, I set up the aerial in per-

batteries but it was a no go.We would head
for the lake – and would have a spare day
there in which we could strip the radio
down. It was an easy morning to Esk Saddle
with its outlook onto the gin clear waters
of the upper Woodrow Burn – named after
Frank Woodrow, a Canadian stoat trapper
of the 1950s. In the valley, we crossed a

to involuntary gasps. Much refreshed we
started the long down-valley slog.

At the turn-off to Lake Wisely, we thought
of heading up to Lake Wisely Hut – maybe
there was a mountain radio or DOC ranger
there? However, a lack of daylight and the
climb known as ‘Killer Hill’ saw us scuttle
downriver.A few evil gorges, one with a tra-
verse above a slip, and massive windfalls, illus-
trated that few walked this track. The stoat

Sodden ground sapped our legs and a
biv momentarily raised spirits with its solar
panel and aerial, but the radio wasn’t there.

of a broom.

through forest were not bad. On the left,
Junction Burn came in from the west. This

was once trapped in a small tent. He had just
arrived when the skies opened. There was

river up. In a wet sleeping bag he softened
raw rice in a billy – it was ‘72 hours of sheer
bloody hell’.

And there was the hut. I thought it empty,

bemused young American sea kayaker as
I swung open the door. He had a PLB with

-

who emailed Steve.
In the morning, we stripped the radio and,

blowing through the transistors, got it work-
ing. Canterbury Mountain Radio informed
us the boat would be there in an hour. We
cooked up some lunch and coffee. Karl
shouted “our boat’s here”. I threw the cof-
fee out. It was a boat but not ours. It turned
out to be the annual hut clean-up by DOC,
accompanied by the local boaties club.

“This isn’t Brod Bay,” Steve said when he

Circumstance had conspired to take us
down the Woodrow Burn, and while I may
have hoped for it to have been otherwise I
was long enough in the tooth to know that
in Fiordland you take what you get, and just
sometimes, what you get is sublime.A night
on the Musuem Range – or near enough 
to it.

 EXPLORATION
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Trekker GV
Recommended for:
Tramping, hunting & long distance hiking.
One-piece water-resistant 2,4 mm nubuck leather
upper with Gore-Tex® lining. Vibram® sole with
Anti-Shock midsole which absorbs impact, helps
during traction and holds while braking on any ter-
rain. Full rubber rand
Available in Tundra Green Wide Fit

Contact Outsider Mountain Sports Team on
sales@oms.co.nz

Visit our website for further detailswww.oms.co.nz
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Get set for the rest of your tramping life!

This bumper subscription package must be won. Just 

buy a subscription to Wilderness in December or 

January, and you’ll be entered into the draw to win $3900

of top-of-the-line MSR and Therm-a-Rest equipment.

SUBSCRIPTION OFFE

.

MSR Lightning Ascent 
Snowshoes $569.99

Lightweight snowshoes featuring 
advanced 360° traction frames 

for absolute security on traverses, 
aggressive steel cross members and 

easily engaged Ergo Televators reduce 
fatigue on ascents.

MSR Miniworks EX Water 

Filter $229.99

is the worldwide best-selling 

in demanding environments. 

use, it utilises a carbon/ceramic 

element to ensure clean, reliable 

and taste-free water. 456g.

Therm-a-Rest NeoAir XTherm 
(regular) $429.99

The NeoAir XTherm is the warmest 
mattress in the NeoAir series, making 
it a lightweight, compact four-season 

recycle body heat and create air pockets 
that reduce convective heat loss. 430g.

Therm-a-Rest 

Antares -7 $999.99

F
hydrophobic down and 

a ThermaCapture lining 

for advanced, lightweight 

warmth, the three-season 

Antares can handle just 

about anything from early 

spring to late autumn. 890g.

Therm-a-Rest 

Compressible Pillow 

$49.99

Perfect for everyone from 

international travellers 

to car campers. Its s
oft 

comfort wherever you are.

MSR Alpine utensil 
Set $39.99

Multi-function folding 

handle to fold. The 
alpine set includes a 
spatula with serrated 

edge, spoon with 
common measurements 

and a grater and 
strainer. 

COUNT THE REASONS TO SUBSCRIBE!

You’ll be in the draw to win $3900 of MSR and Therm-a-Rest equipment
Free access to 300+ trip ideas, maps and route cards – from easy day hikes to multiday tramps 

– at wildernessmag.co.nz
Get a great discount – more than 25% off the cover price
Free delivery, direct to your door!
The best outdoor stories, photos and trip ideas in New Zealand

ER!
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MSR Hubba Hubba NX $859.99
The bestselling MSR Hubba Hubba 

2-person backpacking tent now weighs in at 

a trim 1.54kg. Ultra-compact and precision-

engineered, the tent feels as light and its optimised, symmetrical geometry and down to its integrated, adjustable stake-out 
livability.

 

MSR Talus TR3 Trekking 
Poles $349.99

Lightweight, easily 
adjusted poles featuring 

a Trigger Release 
mechanism, which allows 

adjustment. SureLock 
System delivers the 

performance, and a 
three-section shaft offers 
ultimate packability. 625g

MSR Windburner 

$299.99

stove system for solo 
travellers, minimalist 

trips and personal meals. 
Its radiant burner and 
enclosed, windproof 

design allow the stove 
to boil water fast and 

operate in weather that 
leaves conventional 
burners in the cold.

MSR Hubba Hubba 
Footprint $109.99

protection from water and 
wear-and-tear. Footprint can be 

minimalist trips. 
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Phone 09 570 2658 
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UCO A-120 Comfort
Fit Headlamp

RRP $84.99

UCO Original
Candle Lantern

RRP $39.99

UCO Stakelight Tent
Pegs, 4-pack

RRP $39.99

Toaks Titanium
1600ml Pot with Pan

RRP $129.99

Toaks Titanium
3-Piece Cutlery Set
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Toaks Titanium
Ultralight Cook System
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UCO A-45 Comfort
Fit Headlamp
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UCO Titan Stormproof
Match Kit
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Lantern
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Toaks Titanium
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Toaks Titanium
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Burning Stove
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HIGHWAY TO HAAST 
Mt Haast, Victoria Conservation Park

Approaching Springs Junction
from the east, the large pyramid-
shaped summit of Mt Haast rears
above its neighbouring peaks.

For Bryce, Mike, and myself, making the
summit was our goal for a day trip from
Christchurch. It was a fair distance to travel,
but with a reasonable forecast, the lure of the
western slopes of the Main Divide was hard to
resist.

Mt Haast is modest in altitude, just 1587m,
has a track to the bushline and a poled route
from there to the top. Some might call it a
highway, but let’s not presume too much – it’s
still almost 1000m of altitude gain from road to
summit, and those metres get steeper as the
top is approached.

right beside the highway just west of Rahu
Saddle and continues at a pleasant gradient
all the way to the bush edge. The forest is

heading higher into the subalpine zone. Here,

shrub typically found at this level in the west
– predominates, creating a carpet of decaying

The neinei is a harbinger of the bush edge,
which we reached soon after. Scampering up
onto a tussock knoll, we surveyed the region
spread out below in increasing detail as we
ascended.

At 180,000ha, Victoria Conservation Park
is New Zealand’s largest conservation park.
It’s reminiscent of Fiordland with reasonably
easily traversed tops surrounded by fearsome

bush edge bluffs, massive scarps, skinny two-
boot-width ridge crests, truncated spurs

of past glaciation and it’s what makes a visual

The ridge crest steepens and narrows as

care where over-steepened gullies spiral away
beneath the track edge.The peaks were gone –
for the moment.

We piled up onto the summit, found a
sheltered spot below some rocks and tucked
into lunch.

I’d had ideas of continuing along the ridge
crest where it forms a horseshoe-shaped
boundary above the Rahu River, but with the 
route hidden in the clouds I ruled this out.
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Download the map and route notes of this trip at
www.wildernessmag.co.nz

WILD FILE
Access A signposted track
1.8km west of Rahu Saddle on
SH7
Grade Moderate
Time 3-4hr to summit. Round
trip 6-8hr
Distance 2.35km to summit
Total ascent 922m
Map BT22

READERS, 
get your wild trips 

published here (and 
get paid). 

Contact the editor 
for details

Nearing the summit of Mt Haast

food for that option, followed by Bryce who 
didn’t bring enough daylight. It was down 
again, but not by the same route. I’d spied an 
alternative: the south-east ridge of Mt Haast.

This option curves away from the summit and 
over a nice tussock ridge and bench followed by 

country, with grand views and lots of photo 
stops where bluffs plummeted into the forest 
below. Then came the bush.

the altimeter, map, and compass for the best way. 
At 900m, we broke left, north-east, descending 
into easy angled terrain dominated by rapidly 
thickening forest, scrub, mud holes, and pole 
beech. A desperate hour or so of travel saw 

the mess, all the time regretting the descent 
route – well almost, until we fell out onto 

Haast – maybe not a highway after all.
- Pat Barrett 

gms
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In my opinion, one of the best views
of the Ruapehu massif is from Castle
Rock, a fortress-like outcrop along
the Kaimanawa Forest Park Walkway.

-
ing Castle Rock is a relatively easy under-
taking and within the capabilities of most
trampers.

A 4WD track heading north-east leads
up to a poled route branching off to the
right, then beginning a short but steady
climb in a south-easterly direction to the
hinterland.

From here it’s just a case of following
this undulating route which parallels the
park’s boundary with land occupied by the
New Zealand Defence Force; a fact you
are reminded of by notices warning of live

-
cle, ship, boat or aircraft could be stopped
and searched’! The occasional thudding
whoomph of shells landing also tends to
act as a deterrent to any ideas of straying
off track.

After a few brief spurts of ascent, you’ll

grasslands, giving opportunity for many
stops to look back and admire the spec-
tacular view of Ruapehu, Tongariro and
Ngauruhoe in the distance. The higher the

track climbs, the better the scene, because
initially the pylons of the national grid
marching up the Desert Road are a blot on
this stunning landscape. Once over a few
crests, the views remain but the blots are
hidden.

Don’t be alarmed by the description
of the track climbing higher. The over-
all height gain is only around 400m, and
involves relatively gentle undulations for a
couple of hours.After a short sharp ascent
through a remnant of beech forest, the

with a few peat bog areas and the destina-
tion just 20 minutes away.

At 1450m, the rock formation, geologi-
cally of a metamorphic schist composition
dating back possibly 175 million years and

views of the surrounding countryside.
The track does continue on from here,

again following the park boundary, and
heading towards the Otamateanui Stream,

and the Rangitikei River. No huts are avail-
able so tents are necessary for anyone
wishing to penetrate further into this
seldom-visited part of the park. Care must
be taken not to trespass on defence force
land or blocks of private land in the Ran-

Download the map and route notes of this trip at  
www.wildernessmag.co.nz

WILD FILE
Access Car park on Desert Road,
opposite the Tukino Ski Field access 
road
Grade Easy
Time 5hr return
Distance 5.81km to Castle Rock
Total ascent 571m
Map BJ35

RUAPEHU’S BEST VIEW
Castle Rock, Kaimanawa Forest Park

Mt Ruapehu, head to 

gitikei area.
But for those on a day trip it is now time

to turn back and absorb the glorious vista
on the homeward journey.

late spring when the mountains still have
a full covering of snow is an unforgettable

- Barbara Morris
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Download the map and route notes of this trip at
www.wildernessmag.co.nz

WILD FILE
Access Fern Burn car park on Mot-
atapu Road, Glendhu Bay
Grade Easy
Time 2.5-3hr to the hut
Distance 6.36km
Total ascent 598m
Accommodation Fern Burn Hut, 12
bunks
Map CB12

A SLICE OF OTAGO
HIGH COUNTRY
Fern Burn Hut, Motatapu Station, Otago

The 30km Motatapu Track runs 
from Arrowtown to Wanaka and 
forms part of the Te Araroa Trail.

An overnight trip from Wanaka 
to the 12-bunk Fern Burn Hut offers a slice 
of this Otago high country station.

Up the Motatapu I went, with the aim 
of a gentle amble to the hut. The walk in 
was easy going, although at times the track 
was cut into the mountainside high above 
Fern Burn, in a way that reminded me of the 
Kepler Track. The gradient isn’t tough and 
neither is the time it takes to get there – 
around 2.5hr. 

The start of the walk featured lots of 
cows. I had to shoo some off the path – 
carefully, as there were a few calves with 
worried-looking mothers. The surrounding 
terrain is mostly riparian shrubland and 

Halfway up the track, you hit the 4144ha 
Stack Conservation Area, by way of an 

through the forest – a combination of 
mountain, silver and red beech. The Fern 
Burn is the ideal spot to stop for lunch. The 
water is crystal clear with a green tinge, 
which would have enticed me for a dip, 
were it not for the cold. 

Soon I hit tussock country, with views up 
and down the sharp valley, and before long 
I had just one tiny stream crossing before a 

Fern Burn Hut has no heating, due to 

nearby. It was slightly chilly but some hot
soup did the trick and I was soon settled in
for the night. 

I noted a couple of mentions in the hut
book about a family of ‘active’ and ‘over-
friendly’ possums that live under the hut.

Later, while ducking out for a pre-bedtime
pitstop, I discovered the possums were
more feral than active. They were lined up
on a beam above my head, hissing at me,
with one even taking a swipe, when I tried
to leave the hut. 

Overnight rain turned the formerly pretty

so alluring on my return to the car park.

- Hazel Phillips

SERIOUS KIT FOR
SERIOUS SITUATIONS

Your position is transmitted to the Rescue
Co-ordination Centre within a few minutes and the

search area is narrowed down to a few square metres.

For more information:
Phone: 09 273 5370

alan@brightideas.co.nz
www.brightideas.co.nz

Take a McMurdo d
PLB with y

M d F d

GPS positioning
Waterproof,

Floats, Small & Light

Who you going to call when
you’re out of Cell Phone range?

Four girls (including a visiting British colleague of one 
of the girls) went up onto the Kelly range to Carroll 
Hut. The weekend had a pretty bad weather forecast 
and they got to the hut early when the weather was OK 
just a strong westerly wind. 
They then went for an additional walk, the girls then 
went back to the hut and the Brit went for a longer walk 
along to Rangipo behind Kelly Hill. On his way back he 
got caught by the front as it came through on the side 
of Kelly Hill and he lost his way in the poor visibility. 
He had to spend the night out on the Kelly Range. In 
the morning he still could not see anything and the 
weather was getting worse. He did hear the train down 
in the Otira Valley so he just went straight downhill 
to Kelly River and then out to the road end, where the 
West Coast rescue helicopter was waiting for the girls
who had beaten a retreat also due to the weather and
activated their Fastfind PLB. So a happy ending for
all, but one very cold and possibly lucky to be alive
Englishman

Fern Burn 
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LONELY REMAINS OF
LOWLAND COASTAL FOREST
Mahia Peninsula Track, Mahia Peninsula Scenic Reserve, Hawke’s Bay

My half-day trip to Mahia
Peninsula was in fact an
unplanned escape from stormy
weather. Gales had struck

the mountains of Te Urewera where
I was spending one of my getaway

The jagged seashore surrounded by white

behindWairoa town. Not long after I passed
through a small local service centre at
Waikokopu, I spent a while wandering on the
beach – entirely covered by bone-coloured
pieces of wood shaped and washed up by
the tide.

I hit winding and stony Kinikini Road
and headed up to my target – the Mahia
Peninsula Scenic Reserve. Situated near
the heart of the peninsula, this reserve
represents one of the last pieces of lowland
coastal forest remaining on the east coast.
Its origin is connected to the Gisborne
Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society
which laid down its cornerstone in 1981.

Nowadays hikers are taken through the
reserve via the 3.5km loop track, generally
completing it in a couple of hours. The

starting point can easily be found alongside
Kinikini Road.

If you decide to walk the easier,
anticlockwise route, the initial steep section
leads straight up to the lookout that
affords an impressive overview of the land
stretching to Hawke’s Bay.The brown tones
of the undulating countryside contrasts
with the opal coloured sea; the depths of
which hide more than 20 shipwrecks.

From the lookout the trail winds into
the valley and is hidden by the lush dense
bush composed of a large variety of plants
including an abundance of rewarewa,
kohekohe, tawa, rimu and matai. My
favourite bush trees, karaka, cabbage tree
and lancewood, are also plentiful and full-
grown.

Gradually descending, I reached the
bottom of the valley where I had to make
multiple crossings of the meandering stream.
This is the only tricky part of an otherwise
well arranged track.

the track there’s a clearing with a picnic
table surrounded by a rich nikau stand. It’s

After leaving the reserve, consider
staying on Kinikini Road and continuing
towards Long Point, formerly known for
its nearby whaling station. The road offers
numerous outlooks over the dramatic
slopes descending to the sea.

- Petra Dawson
 

Download the map and route notes of this trip at
www.wildernessmag.co.nz

WILD FILE
Access Kinikini Road, 7km south
of Mahia Beach, near Gisborne
Grade Easy
Time 1.5-2.5hr
Distance 3.62km
Total ascent 236m
Map BJ43

The Wairoa Coast from Kinikini Road, Mahia Peninsula
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CANTERBURY

BANKS PENINSULA

Reserve is typical of the many native
reserves which dot Banks Peninsula.
Small, tracked and with roadside picnic
area and viewpoints, these forested
reserves show what the peninsula would
have been like in bygone days.

5 Okains Bay
Perhaps the region’s most well-known

shore with adjacent campsite. Nearby is
the Maori and Colonial Museum. The
bay is quiet and isolated except during
Waitangi Weekend when a waka landing
and recognition of the treaty is enacted.

6 Akaroa Harbour
Any visit to the Peninsula should include a
closer ‘sea-view’ of the beautiful harbour,
preferably by kayak. Adventurers can ride
the ocean swells, check out the latest
foreign vessels, inspect sea caves and
gape at the massive volcanic headlands
that guard the harbour. You may even
spot Hector’s dolphin or migrating orca.

7 Nikau Palm Gully
A small yet spectacular reserve located
inside Akaroa Harbour, this beautiful
remnant is a habitat for nikau palms which
reach their southernmost limit here. There
is a short track into the reserve. 

ike a giant thumb, Banks Peninsula

from the Canterbury coastline
creating its own climate and a

unique habitat.
Two giant calderas, now open to the

sea, have been formed here by the
collapsed cones of the Lyttelton and
Akaroa volcanoes which it is estimated
once reached well over 1500m. Before
the arrival of Maori, and later Europeans,
the landscape was almost entirely covered
in forest and teeming with birdlife. Now,
however, there are only remnant forests,
most of which are contained in protected
native reserves and form part of the
intrinsic appeal of a visit to the peninsula,
along with the many short trails which
link them to the Summit Road and the
additional coastal trails that provide access
to various beaches and headlands.

Add in sea kayaking, rock scrambling,
fossicking, picnicking, and camping
and you have the perfect weekend
escape destination just 90 minutes from
Christchurch.

- Pat Barrett

1 Mt Herbert
At 919m, the peninsula’s highest summit
can be climbed from north, south, east
or west, mostly on marked trails. A small
day shelter is located on its south-west
side overlooking Lyttelton Harbour.
Summit views stretch from the Seaward 
Kaikouras to Aoraki/Mt Cook.

2 Mt Bradley
Nearby Mt Bradley, 855m, is the second
highest summit and is guarded by a

dexterity to scramble through. A traverse
of both peaks can be done in a long day.

3 Packhorse Hut
This historic stone shelter has been
turned into a tramper’s hut and is popular
with weekend walkers for its grand
views of the harbour and plains. It also
has several approach tracks and could
be used for accommodation during a
traverse of the high peaks. Bookings are
required through DOC’s booking system. 

4 Otepatotu Reserve and Lavericks
Located between Le Bons Bay and
the head of Akaroa Harbour, Otepatotu 

8 Dan Rogers Bluff
Another small reserve and home to
several native bird species including the

is bordered by the peninsula’s highest 

9 Hinewai Reserve
A private nature reserve, well tracked
and containing an information centre,
Hinewai has become a showcase for
what is achievable for conservation 
within the peninsula environs.

10 Onawe Peninsula
This beautiful peninsula is volcanic in
origin and provides a fascinating lesson
into the geologic and pre-European
history of the region. It was once the
site of a Maori pa and some of the

seen.

11 Spine of the Lizard
This walkway over the summits of Banks
Peninsula from Mt Sinclair, near Hilltop,
to Mt Herbert, and on to either Gebbies
Pass, Orton Bradley, Port Levy Saddle or
Diamond Harbour in Lyttelton Harbour,
has been named Spine of the Lizard. It’s
spectacular and traverses several native 
reserves.
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THREE SEASON BOOTS

MERRELL CAPRA MID GTX 
$349

SCORE
VALUE  3/5 
WEIGHT  5/5
COMFORT  4/5
FEATURES 4/5 
IN USE 3/5

OVERALL 3 8/5

SO LIGHT ON your feet you hardly know 
you’re wearing them, the Capra Mid is an 
immediately comfortable medium-duty
walking boot. Weighing just 907g a pair, they 
come with a fully synthetic upper of heavy 

give support and to draw the foot into the 
heel cup. 

The lacing is positive and a minimum 

makes them feel secure around the ankle 
area. I liked the small neoprene cuff at the 
top of the boot; it closes neatly around the 
ankle and keeps stones and twigs out when 
you’re not wearing gaiters. 

bonded to a Vibram sole that had great grip 
on rock. But while the sole has a reasonable 
heel and good lugs on the edges, I found the 

than right angled) blocks not so good on 
really slippery tracks – but on the upside it 
clears mud well. 

The boots have pretty good forefoot stiff-

forward of the arch. While this means out-

work for your feet with a heavier pack on 
your back, especially on rough ground. 

The Capra Mid is a boot for those with 
narrow feet and would make a good all-
round walking boot for easy-to-medium 
tracks, preferably with a daypack or light 
overnight load. 

- Mark Watson
 

SALOMON XA PRO MID GTX
$349
DESIGNED WITH AGILITY and stability in
mind while still providing a modicum of ankle

lightweight – 950g – tramping boot. Sitting in
the same category as the Merrell Capra, the

has more padding around the ankle area and
is built on Salomon’s 3D Chassis – a reason-
ably stiff midsole and outsole combination.

Where the Capra Mid is a little twisty and

and supports the feet on rougher terrain
well, although it’s still not a boot I’d choose
for rough travel with a heavy load. If you’re
looking for a light boot for day tramps and
overnighters, it’s a good choice.

In use, I found the boots comfortable with

to protect the foot from stones and support

enough to be comfortable on graded paths
and roads. There’s not much of a heel on the
sole, but lots of sharply angled tread blocks
provide good bite on most surfaces.The sole
rubber is on the soft side,which adds to com-
fort and malleability for grip on rocks, but
won’t last as long as a harder rubber.

I really liked the speed-lacing system; an
arrangement of thin, tight weave cord run-
ning through low-friction eyelets. Pull on the
cord-lock to tighten the laces. It doesn’t come

secured. The leftover cord can be tucked under

SCORE
VALUE  3.5/5
WEIGHT  4.5/5
COMFORT  4/5
FEATURES 4.5/5
IN USE 4/5

OVERALL 4 1/5

on the tongue. 
The only thing 

I don’t like about 
these boots is the 
amount of stitch-

point. This will be 
a point of early 
wear, so for this 
they lose a few 
points.

KEEN DURAND MID WP 
$359.99
ONE OF THE sturdiest of the three season 
boots reviewed, the Durand is suited to both 
day tramping as well as longer overnight 
walks on a variety of surfaces. Built on Keen’s 

feet, as well as providing a stable platform. 
-

grated rubber toe cap and partial rand. The 
tread is aggressive and well arranged for grip 
on a variety of surfaces. This boot was one 
of the best reviewed in slippery and muddy 
conditions. While the heel isn’t as distinct as 
it might be on a traditional tramping boot, it 
still bites well due to good tread distribution. 

-
thetic material, with a waterproof/breathable 

foot is well tensioned into the sturdy heel 
cup by a webbing strap that is drawn tight as 
the laces are adjusted. A deep cut-away at the 
heel allows heaps of room for the achilles 
to move unimpeded, and I also noticed the 
heel height to forefoot height ratio is high; 
this gives the boot a good rocker and might 
alleviate achilles tendon issues for those who 
have a propensity for such problems. 

I found the Durand a very capable three 

to fault; perhaps the only issue being some 

It’s a well designed boot made from top 

SCORE
VALUE  4.5/5 
WEIGHT  4/5
COMFORT  4/5
FEATURES 4.5/5 
IN USE 4/5

OVERALL 4 2/5
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SALEWA FIRETAIL EVO MID GTX 
$349

GRISPORT HUNTER 
$299

ASOLO ATHENA WP 
$299

IF THERE’S A specialist boot among those 
reviewed here, it’s the Firetail.  While it’s a 
lightweight walking boot (m: 920g; w: 760g), it 
has some crossover with approach shoes and 
utilises a few features from that genre, such 
as a relatively thin and sensitive sole; a toe 
shaped for scrambling and climbing; a rubber 
toe cap, lightweight uppers (handy for carry-
ing on a climb), lacing to the toe, and a tramp-
ing boot-style sole with an aggressive heel.

I found the Firetail to be comfortable for 

which I loved the sensitivity and stability of. 
They’re reasonably bendy, so harder work on 
the foot when carrying a heavy pack, but for 
fast and light trips they would be a good pick.

The synthetic uppers utilise modern fab-

seams. This makes them light and malleable, 
but in doing so reduces foot protection. 

I liked the use of a rubberised aramid (Kev-
lar) fabric for the rand and have noticed this 
ultra-hard wearing material appear on other 
boots recently. In testing on moraine, scree 
and rocky tracks, the rand held up well and 
I noticed only one area of wear – where one 
of the laminated reinforcing fabrics is peeling 

forefoot. Some non-crucial stitching has also 
worn through here.

Salewa’s 3F heel lock/ankle support system

STURDY, NO NONSENSE and a competi-
tive price, the Grisport Hunter provides 
good value in a practical boot.

Thick, but supple leather, with a Sym-

upper that promises to be hard wearing. 

will show wear if you’re a toe dragger.) 

sturdy sole, I found them to be comfort-
able with no problem areas. They weigh 
1800g.

Despite having the appearance of a 

bendy and I would not feel comfortable 
putting crampons on them. The soft rub-
ber sole contributes to the immediate 
comfort and has a thick and blocky tread 
that offered great grip on a multitude of 
surfaces. The pronounced heel is the best 
of all boots reviewed for grip. 

-
lent ankle support and generous padding 
making them secure when laced firmly. 

of spare inner soles, a tub of leather con-
ditioner, spare laces, and a pocket knife 
with pouch; adding further value to what 
is already a very reasonably-priced boot.

A capable bush tramping boot, I’d rec-
ommend the Hunter for three-season
single- to multiday trips.

- MW

ASOLO BOOTS COME with a solid reputa-
tion and their grunty tramping models are 
a favourite among many of my Fiordland 
friends. In contrast to the heavy-duty mod-

(700g) with a pronounced curve at the toe 
to ‘cradle’ the foot and distribute weight. 

I have worn the boots on and off track 
tramping in the Rimutaka Range, coastal sand 
and rock at Wellington’s Red Rocks and on a 
wild coastal cycle/tramp in the Wairarapa. In 

and weather conditions. That curved toe did 
the trick of rocking over the rocks while 
the Vibram lugs gripped every surface and 
cleared themselves of mud. 

I found them delightfully light, while being 
sturdy and well constructed. The thin poly-

prevent sharp objects being felt underfoot. 
The lacing system connects to a strap to 

The stitched suede and polyester uppers 
make them highly breathable and I found the 
waterproof lining worked well through rain, 
wet vegetation and river crossings. The cut is 
full boot, covering the ankle, and they have a 
decent rubber rand that got a little scuffed 

more vulnerable suede and polyester upper 
materials.  

- Beth Masser

SCORE
VALUE  3.5/5
WEIGHT  4.5/5
COMFORT  3.5/5
FEATURES 4/5 
IN USE 4/5

OVERALL 3 9/5

SCORE
VALUE 4/5
WEIGHT 5/5
COMFORT 4/5
FEATURES 3/5
IN USE 4/5

OVERALL 4/5

SCORE
VALUE 5/5
WEIGHT 3/5
COMFORT 3.5/5
FEATURES 4/5
IN USE 4/5

OVERALL 3 9/5

transfers tension to the 
arch and heel when 
the laces are tightened, 
but it doesn’t actu-
ally move and nor is 
it very tight, so most 
of the increased ankle 
support comes from 
the plastic reinforcing.

Recommended if

but be selective about 
where you wear them 

years of use from the 
uppers. 

- MW
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Featured knife:

BLADE
ACCESS
Most multi-tools
allow access to
the blades without
having to open the
tool. One-handed
opening is a useful
feature – simply
use your thumb to
slide the blade out 
of the handle. 

WEIGHT
The more tools your
chosen model has the
heavier it will be. If
you’re buying for your
tramping trips, choose
a knife or tool with
fewer functions. If you
want a multi-tool to
complement your tool
box, then the more the 
merrier. 

  

LOCKING MECHANISMS
A safety feature built into most multi-tools and outdoor-oriented
pocket knives is a lockable blade. This prevents the blade from
accidentally closing when pressure is applied in the wrong
direction. They are easy to operate with your thumb when the 
tool is held in a natural grip.

HANDLE
The handle is one of the most
important features. It should
allow a sure and comfortable
grip – often achieved through
an ergonomic design that

hand. When using the knife
or multi-tool, the tools not in
use should not protrude into
the hand. Some handles also 
offer a textured surface 
for non-slip grip.

SERRATED VS
PLAIN BLADES
Straight edges are good for
accurate and clean cuts –
perfect for those cheese and
salami lunch breaks – and for
skinning animals or sharpen-
ing sticks. Serrated blades
are designed for more vigor-
ous cutting and for tackling
tougher materials, sometimes
even wood. A single blade
that combines a plain and
serrated edge provides the 
best of both worlds. 

OUTDOOR KNIVES AND 
MULTI-TOOLS
Modern knives are light, razor sharp, durable and often come with multiple tools to help 
you out of any situation. By Alistair Hall

Guide
BUYER'S
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without opening the pliers.

Featuring 33 implements

Clip-on multi-tool featuring spring-

Leatherman

-

-

through shatterproof glass, single-

handed, made in Switzerland,

Leatherman Wing-

regular and needlenose pliers,

Open frame multi-tool with spring-

 

100% stainless steel, leather or
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2 zipped hand warmer

Montane Super

seams, front and rear

-

-

-

 

 

Guide
BUYER'S

HIKING CLOTHING
Performance pants, shorts and tees for tackling any trail this summer
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-

 

-

 

Ampere Dual Short $80

-

T-shirt for during and after 
watersports wear. 

Ampere Crew SS $80 
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Climb Great Barrier’s highest hill
+ Soak in Kaitoke Hot Springs 

FROM
DOOR TO 
SUMMIT

HIDDEN 
PALMS

NZ COUNTRY

Easy walks and weekend getaways

10 easy peaks to climb 
from your front door

One of Banks
Peninsula’s best 
kept secrets



DOOR TO SUMMIT
Ten easy hills to climb straight from your front door
Wherever you go for your next holiday or weekend break, there will almost certainly be a nearby

vantage point giving you a bird’s eye view of the surrounding area. Here are 10 hills where you’ll feel 
on top of the world after an easy walk from the front door of your accommodation.

Manaia, Northland (420m)
Above the sleepy estuary-hugging McLeod

-
canoes that make up the Whangarei Heads.
Possibly the most impressive of these is
Manaia; its castle-like turrets and sheer
southern face casting an imposing shadow
over the town, with its numerous B&Bs.
Luckily, a good track spirals to the top, mak-
ing the summit possible in just over an hour
from the bay. It’s a steep grunt, but one that’s
both short and rewarding.

North Head, Devonport,Auckland (65m)
Of all the volcanoes in Auckland, there can
be few (if any) with a better view of the city
than North Head. Poking out from the glo-
rious old villas of Devonport, the city view
incorporates the blue waters of the Wait-
emata Harbour in the foreground, while

to the east lie the copious islands of the
Hauraki Gulf. Easy to access from Auckland
CBD (a short walk from Devonport ferry
terminal) there’s huge historic interest here
too with tunnels and guns built to defend
the city from a feared Russian invasion.

Mt Maunganui, Bay of Plenty (231m)
This climb shows there’s more than surf
and beach volleyball to this popular summer
resort. Several paths lead either around or
to the top of the hill – an easy reach from
the very centre of town for anyone wish-
ing to escape pizza-devouring teenagers or

Though you won’t be the only one ven-
turing to the top, the large bush-clad sum-

of seclusion.

Brooklyn wind turbine,Wellington (299m)
Think hills to climb in Wellington and Mt
Victoria leaps to mind. But the Brooklyn
wind turbine can also be reached in just
an hour or so from the CBD.This spot has
spectacular views over city and harbour,
and the climb can include Central Park, Pol-

The Grampians, Nelson (390m)
The highlight of this pleasant climb from
the southern end of Collingwood St is the
lookout just before reaching the summit,
overlooking the entire Tasman Bay all the
way to Kahurangi and AbelTasman national
parks. For those wanting a longer loop
walk, the descent down the native forest-
covered southern side is even lovelier.

EASY CLIMBS

View of Wellington
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Mt John, LakeTekapo (1031m)
Set in the world’s largest International Dark
Sky Reserve, the observatory at the summit
of Mt John is magical on a clear night. But the
hill is well worth the climb in daylight hours,
too – giving a sense of the vast surroundings

From the town, a track heads past the ice rink
and climbs 300m to the top. Grabbing a cof-
fee and caramel slice from the summit cafe is
mandatory!

White Horse Hill,Aoraki/Mt Cook
Village (922m)
There are several walks from the village itself,
including one up the Hooker Valley and the
short slog up to Sealy Tarns.A shorter option
is the trail leading from the DOC campsite

View from Mt John

up to White Horse Hill from where a steep
moraine wall plunges into Mueller Lake. Over
an ugly moraine wall on the opposite side is a
spectacular view up Hooker Valley to Aoraki/
Mt Cook, with dramatic icefalls to your left.

Mt Iron,Wanaka (548m)
Sometimes the obvious choice is the best.And
you can’t get more obvious and more reward-
ing than Mt Iron. In just an hour, and less than
300m of ascent, you’ll have a 360-degree
panorama of the lake,Upper Clutha Basin, the
Pisa Range and Mt Aspiring National Park. It
can be completed as a round walk too – all in
all, a very high reward-to-effort ratio.

Queenstown Hill, Queenstown (841m)
In a region where every hill looks too colossal

to manage in a morning, there is one track
which will give you a bird’s eye view in no
time, without the need for a gondola ride.
Starting on Belfast Terrace, the track heads
through planted forest before breaking free
of the trees, passing numerous information
boards and an attractive sculpture called the 
Basket of Dreams.

Harbour Cone, Otago Peninsula (315m)
Though not the highest point on the penin-
sula, the steep-sided cone is certainly one of
the most striking.The walk up from Broad Bay
or from Larnach Castle – both of which have
accommodation options – won’t take long
but may take the wind out of your sails, as
trails are steep.The panoramic views are well 
worth the effort.
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WHERE EAST MEETS WEST
James Hopkins discovers a taste of the West Coast on Banks Peninsula

Iwanted to get out of Christchurch
for a couple of days. My original plan
had been the West Coast, but with an
intense-looking low moving rapidly

across the Tasman, I opted instead for a
weekend getaway in Akaroa. I’d been to the
town twice before, but the hills around it
offer so many different walks, things to do
and places to see that I could spend a week
there and still come back for more.

In this instance, I wanted a taste of the
West Coast denied to me by the dismal
weather. Nikau Palm Gully Scenic Reserve
offers this.

Nikau palms are the southernmost
member of the palm family and are nor-
mally found on the west coast of the
North Island and the north-west of the

in a tucked-away gully allows this south-

Peninsula.
Accommodation options abound in

Akaroa and the eating options are also

– remnants of the area’s cultural history –

is an Akaroa must-do.

Grade Easy
Time 4-6hr
Map BY25
Further information
to cross private land. Phone Onuku Farm 
Hostel: (03) 304 7066

WALKTWO
Wide-ranging viewpoint

journey home from Akaroa, is a climb of Laver-
icks, 755m,directly from Summit Road.

Situated in Otepatotu Reserve, it’s only
1.5km each way but involves a steady climb
through stunning forest.

After just a few hundred metres you’re
rewarded with an amazing rocky viewpoint.
This alone is worth the short walk; from here
you can see Akaroa Harbour including Onawe
Pa, a narrow kilometre-long peninsula entirely
surrounded by water save a very narrow rocky
causeway.

Continuing up the track, the bush feels more
and more ‘West Coast’ with an abundance of
ferns and mosses.As you near Lavericks peak
you may hear what sounds like a helicopter
idling. It is in fact a small wind turbine, likely 

WALK ONE
Southern microclimate
Nikau palms are a striking plant; their trunks
are tiger-like, their foliage tropical-like and
they take up to 200 years to reach 20m in
height. Some spend 20 years growing under-

Onuku Farm Hostel provides access
to Nikau Palm Gully across private land.
Courtesy has it that you pop in and see the
friendly folks at the farm stay before you set

track if you don't.
Follow the wide, benched, farm track that

continually amazes with its views out to the
harbour. Part way along you will spot a strik-
ing reminder of the power of nature; a huge
slab of rock has peeled off the cliff, leaving a
massive brown scar in the face, and a trail
of destruction as it bounced, rolled and slid
down the hill, stopping just beside the track.

At Nikau Palm Gully, venture right through
to the clearing on the far side – this provides 
a great viewpoint back across the gully.

Access From Hamiltons Road – the DOC 
sign is at the entrance to Onuku Farm 
Hostel

WALKING WEEKENDS
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PICTON’S PREMIUM
absolute waterfront accommodation

25 Waikawa Road,
Marlborough, Picton, NZ

Ph: 03 573 7002

Book a room on our website to receive a
10% DISCOUNT by entering

PROMO CODE N Z C W

www.pictonyachtclubhotel.com
Terms and conditions apply – see our website for details.

spinning furiously in the stiff easterly breeze. 
This turbine is coupled to a utility shed which 
also sports a solar array – all feeding a trans-
mission site (good cell phone coverage if you 

From the summit viewpoint, follow the loop 
track alongside the fence, almost directly under-
neath the wind turbine. You will be rewarded 
with more amazing bush back to the car.

Access Small car park off Summit Road 
between Okains Bay and Le Bons Bay roads
Grade Easy
Time 1 hour return
Map BX25

Quiet, central location. Close to ferry,
waterfront, restaurants, shops and the
Queen Charlotte Track departure wharf.

Mountain bikes, golf clubs & BBQ free to use.
King – size beds available

- Accessible units
ASURE Jasmine Court Motel
78 Wellington street Picton

03 5737110
www.jasminecourt.co.nz
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GREAT BARRIER ISLAND
Fenella Christian describes how easy it is to fall in love with this beautiful 
island in the Hauraki Gulf

WALK ONE
Climb the highest mountain
Stunning views are the reward for climbing Mt
Hobson.Take the shortest and easiest route
up Palmers Track. Climb the wooden steps
through the sheer rock faces of Windy Can-
yon and enjoy the ever changing views. Look-
ing north there’s Okiwi Basin and Whangap-
oua Beach, to the east Kaitoke and Medlands
beaches.

The track follows a ridge to the summit
past the ‘wooden horse’.This is a relic of kauri
logging that took place from the 1880s to the
early 1930s. It was used to winch kauri logs
onto the ridge before they were dropped 

has stunning white sand beaches, fringed with
pohutukawa. On the west coast, hills cloaked
in native bush meet the sea in a maze of bays,
fjords and islands. The hills, bluffs and ridges
rise 627m to the summit of Mt Hobson.There
are kauri, rimu and kahikatea. Flying above the
forest canopy are large kaka – the distinctive
call of this noisy native parrot is the sound of
the island.

And there are the people.The island’s per-
manent population is around 950. Even if you
stay just a couple of nights, you can touch the
island’s raw energy.The perfect walking week-
end on Great Barrier would involve Mt Hob-
son and Kaitoke Hot Springs. 

In the early 1970s my boyfriend and I
holidayed on Great Barrier Island. By our
second day we were completely hooked.
We fell in love with the island and decided

to buy land there.We felt there was nowhere
else in the world we wanted to live.

So, in the days of youthful dreams, few
roads, few people and no money we moved to
the island to build a home, develop a garden
and raise our children. It was a true pioneering
adventure. After 43 years and three children,
we’re still on the island, living in paradise.

So what keeps us here? The breathtaking
beauty of the place and the people.The land-
scapes are so rich and varied. The east coast 

WALKING WEEKENDS
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down to the sea.
From the 627m summit, you’ll see Little

Barrier Island, the Coromandel Peninsula and 
much more.

Access Aotea Road at the top of 
Whangapoua Hill
Grade Moderate
Time 6hr return
Map AY34

WALKTWO
Walk to a hot spring
After your big day climbing Mt Hobson, why
not take soak in the Kaitoke Hot Springs?The
40-minute walk to the springs is on a board-
walk skirting Kaitoke wetlands and passing
through kanuka forest. Orchids and sundews

eyes open for the sparrow-sized fern bird, a
heron-sized Australasian bittern or the bright
red eyes of a spotless crake.

The hot springs are at a fork in Kaitoke
Creek. They’re a series of pools surrounded 
by delicate umbrella ferns.

Access Whangaparapara Road
Grade Easy
Time 1½hr
Map AY34 
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www.aarnpacks.com

Hot Springs
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Tasman & Mueller Glacier
Lakes, Aoraki Mount Cook

www.mtcook.com - Ph 03 4351 890

Lonely 
Planet top 

1000 Ultimate 

Adventures in 

the World

www.alpinerecreation.com 0800 006 096

A R

www.goldenbaykayaks.co.nz - 03 525 9095

Paddle the entire
length of the
Abel Tasman
National Park

Guided tours
Freedom hire

Stand-up
paddle boards

0800 461 559 (07) 872 4505
info@styx.co.nz www.styx.co.nz

2117 Arapuni Rd Pukeatua R.D. 3880 NZ

The

www.kahurangiwalks.co.nz
Heaphy Track  I  Abel Tasman
         Cobb Valley | Golden Bay

OUR PORTERING SYSTEM MAKES IT EASY
1204 Abel Tasman Drive, 7183 Ph: 03 391 4120

Email: Kahurangiwalks@gmail.com

Walk with us on these top tracks.
Small groups, great guides, great stories.

www.alpinehorse.co.nz

Whirinaki Forest Holidays & Jailhouse Shuttl
14 Farm Road, Bay Of Plenty 3079

email: aldridges@xtra.co.nz ph: 07 366 323

ACCOMMODATION AND SHUTTLES
FOR MOUNTAIN BIKERS AND TRAMP
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www.whirinakiforestholidays.co.nz

Plateau Lodge & Shuttle
64 7 892 2993 | 0800 861 861
7 Carroll St, National Park Village

P
+
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www.plateaulodge .co.nz

Self catering: Apartments, En suites
Lodge rooms & RV sites

Daily Shuttles to Tongariro National Park

On the edge of the dual heritage
Tongar i ro Nat ional Park

FOR SALE

VIEW Paraparaumu
EMAIL jg.kg@paradise.net.nz
PHONE (04) 905 9897

NZ Designed and Built
Sleeps 4 Expands
out to nearly 20sq/m

Quality Kiwi Camper
FOR SALE

$5750neg

TO BOOST THE SUCCESS 
OF YOUR BUSINESS

Email:  
 

Phone 09 570 2658
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NATIONWIDE

PRIVATE WALKS

EMPLOYMENT

info@oruiwalk.co.nz - 06 3723445
www.oruiwalk.co.nz

OVERSEAS

Small Groups
Independent travellers
CALL NOW FOR OUR

FREE BROCHURE

Latin Link Adventure
The South American Specialists

0800 528 465 / info@latinlink.co.nz
www.latinlink.co.nz

South
America

CYCLE & TREKKING ADVENTURES

WISH YOU WERE THERE?

EVEREST BASE CAMP TREK - 18 DAYS
EVEREST BASE CAMP, CHO LA TO GOYKO & LHENJO LA - 23 DAYS,
Visiting - Namache market, schools, Kunde hospital,

monasteries, EBC & Kala Pattar
Departures March - May & Sept - Nov

Ph: 06 356 7043
E: ann@trekkingadventures.co.nz
W: www.trekkingadventures.co.nz 60

90
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EVEREST BASE CAMP
On demand departures

March-May, Sept-Nov 2016.
An unforgettable experience

visiting Dingboche, Kala Pattar
and Namche Bazaar,

spectacular scenery

NORFORK ISLAND
COUNTRY MUSIC FESTIVAL

15-22 May 2016

www.skylarktours.co.nz
09 432 8065
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NewTop
www.new
newtopo
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ance in your pack”
hikerswool.co.nz

SUPPLIERS
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Wilderness  
70,000 active people.

TO BOOST THE SUCCESS OF YOUR BUSINESS
Get in touch

Kathryn@lifestylepublishing.co.nz 
Alicia@lifestylepublishing.co.nz 

EDUCATION

nmit.ac.nz
0800 422 733

Enhance your potential to become a ranger
with DOC through this unique, specially
designed programme or seek employment in
local and regional councils, nature tourism
ventures, biodiversity work or zoos.

• Trainee Ranger Certificate

Trainee Ranger
programme

 ENROL NOW

NZ’s only DOC approved

Quote NZWILD
for 10% discount

Buy your TXG compression socks
online at www.txgsocks.co.nz

Tel: 0800 894-769

Swollen, aching, tired legs.
Deep vein thrombosis (DVT).
Spider or varicose veins,
Sound familiar?

You may suffer from
poor circulation in your legs

A pair of TXG graduated
compression socks can really
help.

Reclaim your active lifestyle!

Want to be active but
it's just too painful?

Compression Wear Specialists

SUPPLIERS

PUT YOUR 
MUG ON  
THE MAP!

ph: 021 656035 www.westcoasters.co.nz

CONVERT YOUR OLD TRAMPING MAPS TO COASTERS 
AND PLACEMATS OR CHOOSE FROM OUR STOCKS

www.2b.kiwi.nz

Long-lasting
natural insect

repellent effective
against all biting
insects, including

sandflies and
mosquitoes

2B Insect Repellent

2B
Insect repellent
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Modern wilderness areas are not just
hidden away in the backcountry – they’re
being made every day by volunteers and 
environmentalists, writes Mick Abbott

THE EW 
ILD

T
ake the ferry from Auckland
Wharf to Tiritiri Matangi
Island and you’re welcomed
into a different world –
kokako, hihi, tieke, takehe,
pateke, kiwi, tuatara and

more. Many of the country’s rarest species
have been released here and on arrival you
get a glimpse of the birdlife that greeted the

What’s amazing is this change hasn't
come about by protecting the place from
the impact of people. Rather it’s the reverse.
The birds have been able to return to this
island only because of people’s positive
impact on the environment.

then many others, made the journey over
for a day here and a weekend there to plant
out the 220ha island.

All up, 280,000 trees were planted. The
nursery was then converted into the visitor
centre, while volunteers found other roles
including becoming tour guides.

If 19th century wilderness was something
to be consumed and destroyed to form pas-
ture and settlement, then in this century it’s
certainly the reverse, as we collectively play
our part in growing the wild. And not just
in remote corners but also those close at
hand, in places where we live and also grow
our food.

I was recently at Lake Ellesmere’s Ara-
rira Wetland where Robin Smith and Kirsty
Percasky from DOC, along with 200 volun-

-
bage trees, totara and so on, as part of the
community’s efforts to re-establish native
forest on the lake’s shore.

The shape of the planting can be read in
multiple ways – as a meandering wetland

arrangement where the goal is to plant an

involved in doing the planting.
Rather, here on this slice of public con-

servation land, the positive impact of peo-
ple is to be celebrated. Those who helped,
including local school kids who planted an

The form we’ve devised will also pro-
vide sheltered spots regardless of whether
it’s the easterly, westerly or southerly that
seems to always blow. Also, it will act as a
barrier to the willy-nilly tracks formed by
off-roaders.

Further out on the Canterbury Plains,
Ngai Tahu Farming is planting more than
700,000 native trees in a distributed forest
that weaves through their Eyrewell devel-

to the function they can perform to sup-
port the farming operation – high density
trees for shelterbelts, wetland plants and
shrubs for sites under irrigation, and dry-
land kanuka for the many reserves dotting
the farms. Combined, the 350ha of native
forest planting creates a 20km corridor for
native birds that bridges the forests of the
Canterbury foothills and the regenerating
bush on Banks Peninsula.

DOC’s annual surveys reveal a historic
mismatch between the activities done in
the outdoors and the things most valued
about conservation in this country. When
the New Zealand public is surveyed about
this, the activities in order of popularity

are: short walks, day walks, sightseeing, fam-
ily outings, camping, hunting and overnight
tramps.

-
servation; protection of the environment,
saving species, protecting our clean green
image, and ensuring ecological sustainability
top the list.

A pressing opportunity is to match these
values with our activities. Indeed, while over
half of New Zealanders say they have been
involved in conservation activities in the
last year, only a third of these activities have
taken place on public conservation lands.

Conservation activities could be inte-

parks. Imagine walking the Milford Track
and each night being involved in maintain-
ing a mini mainland island project.You could
check trap lines, tracking tunnels and feed-
ing stations so around each hut biodiversity
was positively impacted because everyone
passing through was doing their bit.

Out on the edge of Paparoa National
Park, Conservation Volunteers NZ, with
support from Rio Tinto, DOC and Lincoln
University are doing just that. People are

that include gathering and raising seed, then
potting the seedlings up and planting out.
Animal and plant pest eradication is also

Over time, the goal is to return this 70ha
site to a state where it will be incorporated

door – to become part of the park not
because it was locked away from people,
but because volunteers worked to make it
worthy of such status, creating their very 
own piece of wilderness.
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Volunteers planting on the
shores of Te Waihora/Lake 
Ellesmere



Submit your hotshots to
hotshot@lifestylepublishing.co.nz

Not every day in the mountains begins,

unreal orange dawn. On the South
Cameron Glacier, en route to Mt
Arrowsmith, the sun rose without such
pomp or ceremony. But the soft light, on

more naturally coloured scene.
- Jaz Morris

Camera settings: Sony RX100iii, 1/500 sec 
at f2.8, ISO 125. 

DAWN ON THE SOUTH
CAMERON GLACIER





It’s time to get wet. And it’s time to get dry, fast. The All Out  

Blaze Sieve breathes like a pair of gills for your feet. So you  

can  OUT.PERFORM in any water that crosses your path.  

Get out there at merrell.co.nz. ALL OUT BLAZE SIEVE

AVOID WATER 
AND YOU MISS OUT ON  
70% OF THE PLANET.


